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EVERY ONE OF TH
LIQUOR LICENSE
ILLEGAL
flIDINAN-CE WILL NOT GRANT
LICENSE FOR LESS THAN
-A. YEAR. 
o,
IOUS OVERSIGHT IS
BROUGHT TO SURFACE
/.TV SOLICITOR HAS AMEND-
MENT THAT WILL REC-
" IgiTTP'Y MATTER.
•., 1n7.
1.4a
Whiskey People Cannot Get 
Their
Applications Passed On Until
Aldermen Get Organised.
I ******* ••• * *5*
* DEMOCRATS IN SENATE
WILL STAND BY
PRESIDENT.
Washington, Jan. to.—Senator•
" Blackburn, leader of ,the &smu-
t crats in the 'senate, iitys: "The
• democratic senators have entered
• into an agreement that they will
• sepport the presidaitt in Vie
• Brownsville 'affair. •
"Though whatever turns it
• may take, they believe ;t t
* their duty to stand by the pres"
• dent so long as he dienitotes to *
• protect communities of •Anterisaii •
• citizens from the outrages tif el,: • P
* need troops." • •
4.t\ • asit ittilevelops that n
one oi
tits , blow sakiou licenses 
granted
Itltneday night by the council 
were
ilex 4ppr1sed. acereding to 
the
moo *lilac ordinance. still this
 does
radwe it etraulutely netseuary that
the IWenses be takeu op again 
and
regr•nted.las City Solitinw Campbell
bini.drawn up an anieutImen; to 
the
&Woos,. 101'120er • w h lc h lie aay i w
ill
raighten out things. Tlis- irregular
ete_uf affairs.is occattionfd by there
'Pile """ the original 
ordinaisets. a
• which trill not permit
sonkeepers to take out license% ta-
to, twelve asootbs at a time.
Perdu!, 1 Ilse °edam/sees have
latest that taloonieepert the first
Watch year shalt take out I cense§
few eiilmagraix or esvelve months, just
aceording to what the salsionist
watt:a...no itirett e month betas, it
U40. sod that for six months $73.
When the sea 'ordinance. sipecifying
whet license every line of Waiter's.
Avail pay kw meg was draun ap and
=
diem. t atiliptItb, there. .ws I
• ill it. a prot tenet that
nel• rionkeeper 1,4tild tiaic out a license
for a shorter period than twelve
months. Be oversight there as left
met of taw measure the accttou kiting
the.oalooniss take out six months per-
igee's, • The liquor men and city clerk
• . noadapow thi• six-month clause
ii litho when the aalooei•t• applied
.E
been haft out. so the first of this
for topisnkensee. they mad.: out their
appli s as of olitennti paid in
only. :Inch entitles them for a
csOu
six moath's grant alone. Monday
slight it has developed the six months'
clause was left out by oversight. and
yesterday the cies' solicitor drew up
a short ordinance amending the (nisi-
tallal melaure. by provid tig that the
"saloostios can take out a license for
SIG losegeltan six months The so,
licitor afft, ka-se this ainenrament
adopteelk when the aldermen get
organize* and he thinks this will be
sufficient, and it will not be necessary
for the council to again take ap the
So pplieations and attorney them tin-
der the half year prov situ, which
ill have been enacted into a law
fter the licessaes were granted by the
(mei! last Nfonday
This six months' craute will make
the licenses eapire July t. there-
ore ii between now and then the
• ictars do not ram the right kind
pialles.'`the city officials will have
oappgctiaityrs.take the grant away
Adj. lila no Save to wait tint 1 the
t ofotext year Ph refuse the guilty
ther permit to do business. as
(-xis ii twelve months' licenses
grantirchiow,
t plebe about too liquor men
*".`ftnite sildermanic session pre-
the latter board would organ-
down to business and take up
uestin sinew on the li-
biff ul Orepublicans "Acad-
iat bddthntf nothing could be
Many gMl citizens were also
nd to protest` against certain
.
ems being issued, hut they also
to otfer their opposition until a
.yitien the body gets its president
leded! lid things ready to get down
&lioness..
in-
no
witcttp OFFICERS.
Inauraoce Underwriters Name
• loin Officers.
• oh floarsi of Underwtit-
oppose-it of local fire insurance
.119 at the Abram 1L. Well of-
tipisiattletlelifill officers-for tjiis year
bliss efollou-s: Louis L. Bebout, presi-
!,ffench/F.Ii G Boone. vice-president:
alisof Fried's:tn. second vice-presi-
dent; Prank C. Boone. secretary;
-
Robert L. Reeves, treasurer.
S.
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JUDGE HARGIS
WANTS TROOPS
GOVERNOR HAS ORDERED
ADJT. GEN. LAWRENCE
TO INVESTIC aTE.
EGISTER.
I.
230 BALLOTS AND THE
DEADLOCK' NOT BROKEN
4 Record Breaking Meeting Held By Aldermen-- 230 Bal-
lots Taken Without Electing a President---Began
Voting at 7:30 p. m. Adjourned at I 'a. m.
Court of Appeals With Be Asked for
Writ Restraining judge
Capra*. •
•••=0.,
Frankton. Ky.. Jan to. - C.
Feckhant last night received a re-
tit titi.ftcma Special !mtge. C..:1:Ce.
oar 11 .presillug'm •••isf of Pin
in Jackson. aak.ng frw troop-
'A his morning the iota-nor ivinituli;.
ed ahat wouid not send an. it. I
Zoos* to the scene •st •roti.l.4 mitt;
be had thoroughly rvestigat.d the
41dermanic board of the city of
Patrucish ia "deadlosked" good and
strong with no prospect of the tie
vote being broken. as this morning at
t o'clock the aldermen adjourned
after casting aso 'ballots in trying to
select the'r president. The four demos
cratie members in the body aaat one
of their member. Ed D. Hannan.
elected president. while the equal
number of orpublicans in the hoard
*want one of their members chosen,
Earf Palmer. The meeting was the
longest.ever held by any public body
within the history of Paducah, the
niteltbers starting to voting at 7:so
o'clock last, night and not finishing
untili o'clock th's morning, when
Member Samuel Hubbard. republican.
moved that an adjournment be taken
over until rso o'clock next Monday
evening, when the board nill try to
break the "deadlock.' in continuing to
ballot for the presideut. Roth sides
are determined to elect their man. al
evidenced by the tomatoes time iTf
last night and this morning.
sclelermeil itubbIrd, Hank. Pal-
mer anti Chamblin, the four repub-
licans uho .,id over in the hoard, to
serer th . year with the four incom-
ing democrats. effected the anticipated
hopeless "deadlock" in that body by
••••••0!
situation. and he ord•red f.nwprciumg a president be elected.
14"  i•a""n  "4 State in‘Dec"*v, The inc„m
ing democrats arc FA
alto Examiner 11;uss to proctea! it lifaiman. Frank B Smith, Phil ff.
oice ii 
LThey af thiiekt 6°n
dtti Ste -t and Ligy Baker. and for
reach Jackson some :nos ovity. 
‘hours ballot aftTr ballot was taken
_when the new board met to organize
Jackson. Ky. Jail. C. 0"i" 
nothing could be accomplished
ference betv.cen thr nit-opera !or
the commonwealth and several test-
aes closely identifis 1 at:th the emote-
cti.ion, which laitY.1 Enid midurplit
last night. it was iiec'elof to ask the
ciao of appeals in:- a writ of riee•ki-
Intion restraining Spesial Wee V.'11.
ham Carnes from continuing the pret-
est trial of Jim thrills
The petition for the orrit was pre-
eared after midnight. and Attorney B.
Juett left Jackson at u o'clock th.s
morning for Frankfort. • lie s'ngacd
an automobile by wire to nieet hint
in Lexington and take hint hutriedla
to Frankfort in, order :list he icsuld
secure the restraining• :oho., if pos-
sible. 'in time to prevent Judge CO-
ees front appointing the spac-.7 door
to summon the jury to !ry Hate
Following this move oil .the ?at of
the commonwealth's attooteys tin•
:Aso prepared a statement rest:aims
the state of lawlessuess whieii now
exist', in the city and roantr.• and
asked the court to transfer the case
to some county outside of ths Twee-
t., -third judicial district.
The peoRle of Jackson do 1% It want
the trial of Jim Hargis so he hehlf
brie and do not court notice of again
Paving the soldiers sent here ta
serve order, but should the cmist of
appeals refuse to grant the writ of
trohibition asked for It 'is the &tit-
%chant of opinion among the better
class of citizens that the troops will
'oe the only solution of the preseri
serious situation. •
It is also the desire of a maiority
oS the people of the town for Judge
Carnes to grant a change of veiny,.
and have the case tried in some arovo-
.
ly away from the mountains whe-e
it would he possible for both side; to
get a lair trial. Judge Cartutt htdd
I conference with the attorneys in
his room at the hotel this mornina.
lie annotinced that he would not
convene court until this aftertinuo,
pending an answer from the governor
rerarding his request for :ratios.
Judge Carnes feels the reriousneis
•;f the situation and fears for his per-
sonal' safety, and for that reaspo. will
rot, put his life in jeopardy. It is
likely he will refuse to con -en., ecort
rind the arrival of the soldie:s.
tonards this end. andsshe city gov-
ernment is virtually brought to
a tandstill. result Ot • the stub-
born &onside of the holdover repub-
licans. Everything uaa tr cd to break
the "deadlocks,' but it proved un-
successful and now nothing can is
done towards looking after the pub-
lic's business until the president is
chosen. as (be charter stimulates noth-
ing can be taken up until the prcsi
jug officer is named
Quite a surprise as wrung on the
general public when OK board con-,
vetted last cretins( by Mayo! Yeast!'
readfrig the resignation of John W.
Little. the spoke factory man, who
was last November elected for a two
year's term in the body. commencing
last evening. \fr. Uttk's private in-
terests occupy he entire time and hO
has not the spare moments needed
to help look after the city'is public
business. He is a democrat', and had
qualified for the office, but decided
not to neglect It • private matters.fen
'gave his ft"ignation to the mayor
several days ago Immediately upon
reading it last evening. Mayor Veiser
announced he had appointed Mr.Frank
B. Smith to the vacant chair., and the
-letter being on hand, was adminis-
tered the oath of office and took his
seat. He is the progressive and.
prominent business man who was
ve'th Weeks brothers for smart. but is
now one of the owners of the Fooks-
Acree Lumber company of Tenth and
1410111t0C street, and a good democrat
of standing. 'Hs appointment meets
with general approval, as the public
knows him as a judicious and far-
sigkeetbusiness man of liberal views.
Arii-r- Mr. Smith look his seat the
roll call showed that all eight mem-
bears were present. Hank, Hubbard.
ChamIslin and Palmer. the four repub-
lican holdovers, and Smith. Hannan,
Baker and Stewart. t,he four incom-
ing democrats who go in for two
years each, with exception of Meter-
man Smith. who serves only until
next November. when the people at
the poles name the party to serve the
remainder of the two year term of
,Mr. Little. which will expire January,
tqoa. When any city official resigns
the mayor is emp9wered by law to
Bolgor Brought Back.
make the appointment to fill the va-
Detective Moore returned last mght cane until the next general election,
when the vottre choose whoever is to
at 8:,o o'clock from Paris, Tenn.,
with John Bolgor, who 'isthe young 
out the remainder of the term the
orginal holder was chosen for.
fellow charged with cutting J. vv
Bailey across the throat and head 
Finding all &their seats last bight.
lust Saturday night during a fight at 
City Clerk Henry Bailey, who 
s
pre-
First and Broadway, as result of an 
sides until a president i named,
bakinghad while "% walled 
for nominations and Alderman
Chamblin put tip Palmer for the re-
tile box fePfrifte driiika.'‘,Bolgoe' got publican side of the house, while
away and was captured Several days Alderman Stewart put up ilannan
ago at Paris where he has been held
-hint
since, awaiting requisition papers 
me yeterday 
Olt' the Democrat'c side. The yea-
t' itlatg was then started, and after about
twenty ballots'. Palmer withdrew hit,
and nominated Cltamblin from
The force of great deeds rests 414/13^t'c•
small itcr,ottni el.„ • .repubilca
n Pt-cry vote
-1/,
•
shoved the republican nominee got
foie and the democratic candidate
•fotg. After Chamblin was* voted on
folds few ballots, he withdrew his
nail and put up Hank for the re-
puVcans. The tie continued, and
04 after a few ballots. Hank pulled
his name and hoisted that of
bard for the presidng chair. The
• • tie continued, and. Hubbard then
diflow-aiiil put Painter back up.
democrats never changed their
*nee, FA Hannan, and tbe vot-
outinued, the democrats support-
in heir man without a swerve, while
the republicans did likeewiie.
•cesses were taken to rest the
o I.,, and also spectators present
the toting then etottinied, but
nig could be effected Abont y
lc the ipectators began w th-
draping and by it o'clock nobody
wad left except the official*. Mayor
r, and few others., Ballot after
was cast. Clerk Bailey catl-
ike names and announcing the Te-
o) often that he is sib hoarse he
hard's:- talk The clock in the
totter sounded hour after hour.
the aldermen continued peons-
' at their work of trying to elect
man Finally when the clock
• about to strike i this morning
rephblecans were the first to give
d called foe an adjournmesit. It
acceptable tc, *e democrats, but
latter were demeinined the white
her would have to be shown by
Other side first, and it was via-
at the time mentioned.
ext Monday night a repetition of
le night's exciting scene is expected.
set the democrats are determined
Palmier shall not be foisted on the
est, as president. while Hannan's op-
p*tion is just as strong.
Irhe democrats came. near getting
''s1 d up on- during the
If
di'
LI
an
6
hi
t
ti.
in
'a
fc
th
awhile the tattle vows for
nan, ss no one with pride can af•
VD kIllott 191 Ik=filvcf. This
it four and four. Palmer
▪ d out of the room lag ars
Clerk Bailey called a folk Han-
cast his vote for Pale*. but
• r was not in his '.eat io vote
In Hannan. Oils would make four
s for Palmer and only three for
If an, thereby electing Palmer.
Cl le-Bailey smelled a mouse and yell-
ed "Palmer. Palmer. Palmer,- three
at s, and at the last call Palmer
se d hack in the room and voted
annan. It is not known whether
• was called out Of the roots
Li' ly, or whether he stepped
hopiitg the cierk would not notice
fc, flagman This would make four
Hannan three, thereby electing
t tormer
St
a
a
SCENERY WRECKED
VOL. 23, NUMBER 221
BIG PENALTY ON PABST HEIRS!
htuirt Pay $49,693 Because Inheritance 11/
Law Was Not Observed.
•••••1••••••
Milwaukee, Wis.. Jan, la—Because
of failure to pay in the time pre-
scribed by the Wisconsin laws to in-
heritance tax on the estate of Captan
Frederick Pabst, founder of tises Pabst
.brewceiu. five heirs of the capitalist,
who died Jan, 1, tooa, must pay penal-
ties to the state totalling $49,63o. In
addition judgment has been granted
to the state by County Judge Carpen-
ter against the estate in the stint of
$195.445.62 as the inheritance tax it-
self. The case will probably be ap-
pealed to the supreme court.
Car Reduced "The Girl and
Bandit- Oudit to Splinters.
sierday morning about i o'clock
t Car No 55 crashed into the
kr wagon -loaded with scenery
e -Girl and Bandit- company.
damaged the theatrical outfit
$5,00 worth, strewing scenery
the serer( breaking up the "spot
t" machines and wrecking things
neral,
hilt taking the scenery from
'Kentucky to the baggage car at
th and Broadway for it to be
ed so the company could go on
Evansville, the h_satnas became
ed on hroaattr3rWa,4"itiggir
et and had to be taken out of
harness back to the stable and a
• team gotten The wagon was
t left:AA th•C cat track in the 'dark
no one (oft to watch it. The car
shed intseit with great force, but
actors picked up their outfit and
ed it cot ibe 'baggage car where
y made repairs while en route to
• nsville.
• 
•••
• Mrs. Phillips, of just beyond
landtown. is much better and now
of danger. being dismissed yes-
day by City Physician Williamson.
f came near dying from child
th.
l';'111r.- Thome* 'Stahl. the tobbacen
rt, has retuened front a week's trip
ough McCracken and Ballard, buy-
tobacco.
"• It is always better to lead a man
(Ion to carry. him.
•
BODIES ALMOST
UNRECOGNIZABLE
CHARRED TRUNKS REMOVED
FROM DEBRIS—EXPLOSION
IN PITTSBURG.
Workmen Employed in Eliza Fur-
nace Buried Beoesth Tons of
Molten Metal,
Pittsburg, Pa.. January to.--As a
result of last night's explosion of mol-
ten metal at the Erra furnaces of the
Jones & Latiahlin's company, limited
the charred trunks of seven lien are
at the morgue and twelve badly
burned crippled foreigners are in' the
htispitals, while anxious workers, with
crowbars, picks and shovels, are dies
g ng through a mass of steel and cin-
ders for the bsaties of several more
who are still' missing. Of the in-
juired, three wifl probably die.
Pathetic Scams.
The scenes at the morgue today
were pathetic. The building Was be-
sieged by constant streams of rela-
tives of the iunfortunates who lost
their lives in the accident. The
bodre's of the victims were badly
bagged and are almost unrecog-
nizable, but despite this, use of the
set-en taken out have been identi
he Voutpauy oilfields absolutely re-
plant today.
E. L. Messier. the superintendent.
stated that in his opinion the accident
was caused by the loosening of one
of the steel bands about the bottom
of the furnace. It_fell, hc said, and
that made that portion of the shell
steak The great pressure of the steel
charge and gas against the weak point
resulted in a plate, giving way, and
other plates it ere naturally affected
There were too tons of sted in the'
furnace at the time.
The kiss to the company, actord-
ing to Superintendent Messier, will
not be less than ke.o,000. The esti-
mate of damage includes the value of
the stoek-house, (be pipe-house,
laborptory and small office buildings,
which were destroyed by- the fire fol-
lowing the explosion
SPENT SEVERAL
HOURS IN CITY
QUARTETTE FROM COBB, KY.,
WENT TO METROPOLIS
AND MARRIED.
Large Crowd Danced Last Night as
Guests of Mr. George Holliday—
Events on Calendar.
OF TR SALE
J. S. SUMMERS ASKS COURT'
FOR HALF OF THE
$7.roo,
terday morning _ Miss Katie
Adams and Mr. 'Ms E. Ferguson and
'Miss Ada Luster and Mr. N. 7. Ad-
ams of Cobbs, Ky.. arrived here and
proceeding on to Metropolis were
married. They returned here in the
afternoon and rtmained• at Ai. St.
Nicholas hotel until early this morn-
ing when the quartette went on to
their home.
They are well known young people
of their home city, and have a hum-
ber of friends in Paducah who greet-
ed them happily over the double nup-
tials.
••••••••.••
PLEA OF ABATE
BIG SUIT
LAWYERS ILL TODAY FIN-
ISH SUBM EVIDENCE
IN REHKOPF CUR.
„So-,
Judge Expects to Realifg, Today,
Opinion in Marketmaster
Suit.
v
John Sommers yes:erday ih the cost
ettit otirt filet a mo.:on re::ncsSnA
jailer 'Reed toviireet Master Com-
nossioner Cecil &t.t.d to, turn nave to
Sammers one hall of $7,top. wine's
Wali derived from aIq of. ale steam-
In at Henrietta and BO •If`bar-
ay.-. The court haa'slot :.et
on the motion. Sutott*s and A. A.
Peck were in the steasaf*-.11sotinets
together. and "anegatinn. Oiardisaeree"
they threw their interests 'into the
courts for settIctrirfie. Summer •••owi•
c•I a half interest' in the 3uiul
barges and ask; that tile pros:ryes
of the Sale. to that extclit. he'lloged
over to him.
There Was dismissed wiehditt;
dice the snit for divorce of Effie W I-
son' against Lymau •
The railroad filed a plea of Jute-
ment in the litigation of Anna R.
Scott, administratrix of Jarters
arainst the Illittoin Central rsiirOad
for $25,noo dame-ages on accinest of
James Scott's death at-Fultoa
he was working as switchman for the
roat and. gottio_orr. In the tsaiii.
- /Ira:Scott has a sisuilat ii-41;A:710
pendia' in Stnetir• eases e
against.
to ee prosecution , I os
one in sits states cuseiit_court ontill
there. is dintopad of the ant ia the
federal tribunal. •
The court ordered that :h. slit 0!
E. 0. Thomas, administrator, agAins:
Anthony Payne. be•con •
that of D. C. Park - agaldaTTAithisay
Payne, both of which are pendini its
the court.
... Charming Dania- -
unusually largacrowd of friends
whiled awaysaevera) happy hours last
evening dancing- at the Red Men's
hall on North Fourth- street, as guests
of Me. 'George Holliday.
Morning Iltiptials.
Mrs, A. Tonalin of Ragland, and
Wants a Divorce;
Charles Edwards .11e,1 suet ye-t
nay against Eliza Edaards fix di-
sorce. then, Manor -married in Teo-
nesaee dunk 1901 and liveditentieno. -
until January 4, loos. ifs claims ;hat
she abandoned hin, on the date of
separation.
Quaterly Court
Judge loglitioot eistamind livaring
the quarterly court clues yesterday.
bat has as yet rendered no riec'siolis
of importance.
•
•
Rehkopf Proceeding.
Judge Walter F.Aall• of the L'hited
States court yeserday a - Louisville
tcok up tlics litig-a ' e the
American-German National hank of
this city is attempti to force E.k
Rehkopf individually bankruptcy.
Dispatches front Lou . Ale last night
stated the lawyers would today fin-
ish submittint-411:. matter to the
judge, who .1 ieti take it under
advisement an render lik opinion.
The attorneys arc expected home .to-
right.
Render OpiniouVresslay.
...... ,.
judge Reed of the Paducah circuit 11.4_.
court announced yesterday itat today
lie expected tri render his opinioei-in
the Litigation incidental to 41e con-
troversy ovaw4te marketmaster and
sewerage istapeeta. It is believed
4hat whichever way the suits go Abey
witi be taken to the appellate cdurt
ts! the state,
Mr. Rutherford Boldry- of Rosingtiiii
were married - yesterday morning af"
the New Richmond hotel on fitted;
stay, by Rev. J. R. Stewart of Lone
Oak. They are two of the he, known
people of the county.
••••••••••••
Grace Annualitipppier. •
The Grace church Member filled'
the pond/. house lasr evening indulg-
ing in the annual supper and
Twelfth Night feattires that note
varied and unitenatly entertaining.
Plower it-cliffs -1s simply putting our
pas-ions into haritees.
•
•
f
•
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Evidence of Conspiracy Against
Whites Declared to Have
Xt can Found.
El Reno, Okla., Jan. io.—Belici oi
the army officers at Fort Reno that
a conspiracy to murder every white
officer at Fart Reno, beginning with
!Capt. Edgar A. Macklin, against
..eisrz,neirp bstldicr at
the post entertains a personal grudge
as a result of the affair at Browns-
ville, Tex., and then proceeding down
the list of officers, became known yes-
terday as a result of the preliminary
hearing iii the case of Edward L.
Knowles, corpcOral of company A,
Twenty-fifth infantry, who was held
on a charge of assaup with attempt
to kill 'Capt. Mcklin of company C,
Twenty-fifth infantry, on the night of
12.csralbsr 
_ 
n, • ". . •
•
The Growth in Sales is the Evidence
1865
1870
1880
1890
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
• 8,000
18,000
• 131,000
• 702,000
• 939,768
. 1,006,495
. 1,109,313
. 1,201,762
. 1,365,711
. 1,403,788
Barrels
Barrels
Barrels
Barrels
Barrels
Barrels
Barrels
Barrels
Barrels
Barrels
•
virelser
Sales for 1906
162,700,710 Bottles
This Flxceeds that of All,Other BOTTLED BEERS.
The high standard of quality, fine flavor and exquisite
taste have won for Budweiser its great popularity.
We court the
investigation of
all Pure Food
Commissions.
c•
Knowles was bound over to await
the action of the Canadian county
grand jury at the opening term of the
court.
All of the officers now go heavily
armed and protected thrtitighout the
night.
,Every effort has been made by the
officers at the post to keep the al-
leged conspiracy a seczet, but it is
learneit that air investigation Is now.
AnheuseraBusch Brewing Assin
St. Louis, U. S. A.
and important places throughout the
country and within a short time sev-
eral arrests of the members of the
troop recently discharged in disgrace
are expected to follow.
Information was received here that
the arrest of a negro soldier has been
made at, La Junta, CM., today. Sus-
picion rests upon negro soldiers at
Fort Niobrara, Neb., and at three
other points. The arrests of these
being conductvd at several arm) 1,06tFliiell had been poztPoned tint l the
hearing' in the case of Corporal
Knowles was concluded at Fort Reno,
when it was hoped that some further
information would be secured tending
to incriminate other persons in tliis
alleged 'conspiracy. •
▪ Optimism is merely a variety of
happiness that is immune to trouble
Power for good decreases rapidly
.unlcss A is emrcised regularly. _
Dismissed Against Him
in Police Court.
Dr. B. B. Griffith was dismissed
yesterday morning in the police court
of the charge of letting his horse roam
at large over the public streets.
W. J. Carroll was fined $5ar
costs for a breach of the peace.
Warrant
ti$
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Him
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DISTRICT CONVENTION BY
THIRD SENATORIAL COMMITTEE
AT THE PALMER HOTEL YES TERDAY MORNING A MEETING
WAS HELD BY THE DEMO CRATIC COMMITTEE OF THE
THIRD DISTRICT STATE SE NATORIAL COMMITTEE, AT
WHICH TIME THEY DECIDED TO HOLD A DISTRICT CON-
VENTION IN MURRAY MARCH 30 FOR PURPOSE OF SE-
LECTING THE PARTY NOM INEE FOR STATE SENATOR
FROM THAT DISTRICT.
s
teeting here yesterday morning at
he Palmer aed decided on March
as the time for holding a district
( 1.4 he democratic committee for the
ird state senatorial district held a
nvention at Murray, Ky., for pur-
pose of choosing the party nominee
for state senator from the Third dis-
- •r•t. The meeting at the hotel was
ded over by Attorney James
er
man of Murray. who is chiuman
he democratic county committee
Calloway county, and therefore
!airman of the senatorial body for
tat district. If there is only one
ndidate for the nomination the dis-
ci committee will meet at Eddy-
Ole. Lyon county, February aa. call
off she district convention and de-
clare this lone aspirant as the party
nominee.
The Third state- senatorial district
is composed Of Calloway. Livingston,
. Lyon and Trigg counties. The chair-
man of the county democratic coin-
winces for these reepectisg counties
form the senatorial committee. Mr.
Coleman represented Calloway coon-
ty. Gkna represented Lyon coun-
ty., while County Chairman Trail of
Livingston crmlity Wj• there
DELUGE AT
POWER HOUSE
HUGE RESERVE TANK SPRUNG
LEAK Ater) FLOODED
REAR FLOORS
Eighty Thousand Gallons of Water
Rushed Ou• of Powerhouse Tank
Last Evening.
The tinge re•erve water tank at the
private light and power compans's
powerhouse on North Second firer
jellisteson forret sprung a leak last
evenisa shortly after 7 o'clock and
let the Ammo gallons sit% water now
out. completely emptying the tank.
The engine and ho kr rooms were
flooded by the unexpected deluge anal
considerable ;rouble was encount-
elided for the time being by the at-
inches. but finally they got things
atraightened out
The water for the powerhouse boil-
er••ts supplied from city %o'er-
works main., Ant the traction people
always keep this huge tank full with a
mulanlity amply sufficient for the
needs, in case ..nrirthing stets wrong
with the waterworks and the simply
is cut off from that source the re-
erre tank was full and the weight
f the Room gallons eti‘ert a huge
ak to be sprung, and before ally-
ing could be done to stop the cnot.
ow How. the supply had run out and
Klett the r, ar pnriani of the tenser-
nose building The accident did not
any way interfere with the work-
,* of the plant. and today repairs
will be-made and the tank again
died for use in case of emergency.
4 
1 for your picture frames
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If only one candidate seeks the
nomination by February 20 the dis-
trict committee will meet at Eddy-
vale Februay 22 and declare this
single aspirant the nominee. If more
enter the race county conveions are
to be held in each county the first
week of March to select delegates
t!-at will represent each.. county at
the district gathering in Mnrray.
These county representatives will be
instructed for whom to cast tht coun-
ty support for nominee.
Conn Linn of Murray is the present
state senator from this district aed
will be a candidate to succeed him-
self. Thus far none other has been
outspoken for the place, although it
is probable a number will seek the
nomination. Senator Linn was at
yesterday's session, as was lion. Clem
Whittemore, the First Congressional
dittrict member of the state demo-
crauc committee
The committee for the senatorial
district, including McCracken comity
and Paducah, will shortly mite up the
question of holding a meeting for
purpose of deciding the time and
manner of selecting the party nomi-
nee from Ohs district
-BROTHER "BUTTED
IN" TOO MUCH
OBJECTED TO SISTER'S COM-
PANY AND WAS QUICK-
LY FLOORED
Some One Stole Clarence Dickerson's
Laprobe from His Wagcmyard—
Detective Loses This Time.
The police were called to a home
on Clay near Fifth street last night
to pacify some trouble occurring in a
family. but no arrests were made. It
seems a man went home in an intoxi-
cated condition and took exceptions
to the company being kept by his
sister and raised a racket which cul-
minated in another brother knocking
ham down. Shrieks of tnembers af
the family attracted the attention of
all in the neighborhood. and the
patrolmen went doss ii and quieted
things
Someone Stole Laprobe.
'Mr. Clarence Dickerson the Jeffer-
son street nagonyard man, notified
the police department yesterday that
someone had etolen a buggy laprobe
from his establishment, a description
of which was given, and which article
is now being looked for by- the
officers.
Detective Loses.
Detnctive WilRam Raker of the city
force is out a Sio spot. which he lost
inwnetitne yesterday, he thinks, at the
city hall. He host been upstairs to
the treasitrer's ("lice. and coming
Big Bargains in
Wail Paper
Now is the Cime to Buy
Watt paper
We hare ti)e largest lint of up-to-date wall parer
in tin city and ot the most striking prices
picture g picture
frames frames
C. C. Le
sonic money. Shortly thereafter he
don n had out his purse counting over err BROADWAY
missed the bill, but a search could not
reveal its whereabouts. He will now
have to work a little harder for a
day or two to make more arrests so
fees will overcome this; loss.
SCIENTIFIC
DEMONSTRATION
PROF. SHRIVES WILL TAKE
STUDENTS TO ICE
PLANT. --._
The Monthly Literary Sessions Occur
Neat Friday Afternoon—Enter-
taining Lecture on Indians.
-Prof. Shrieves, instructor of the
scientific department at the public
schools, is preparing to take his class
for a tour through the ice factory
on North First street when the plant
resusnes. It is preparing to close
down for some days so the new-bi-
making machines can be installed.
The instructor wants the students
to come in personal contact with the
use to which ammonia can be pus in
manufacturing ice, believing a visit
to the factory while in operation will
be of vast benefit to the children in
their scientific studies at the school
MOM.
Monthly Literaries.
- Next Friday afternoon the teaers
ef city schools hold their moni'dy
erary at the Washington building. the
s-hoots dismissing at noon that day in
order that the teachers will have
nothing to do in the afternoon but
participate in the literary.
The children of the high school
hold their literary that afternoon also
at the Washington building.
Entertaining Lecture.
The lectures yesterday afternoon
and last evening by Maj. E. H. Coop-
er was heard by an interested audi-
ence each time, he handling well the
sntertaining queetiini of Indies% and
their racial characteristics, his re-
marks being dluatrated by views
thrown from the stereopbcar. • The
proceeds were for benefit of the high
school library fund.
SOCIETY MAN
A Diamond Thief Realty Transfer
Covers Crime.
Lexington. Ky • Jan. - to —M a big
society function here Mrs. Clara Bell
Walsh. of Ss. Louis, lost a diamond
necklace worth several thousand dol-
lars. The toes of the necklace re-
mained a mystery for some time. but
has now been solved, and, it is said.
a Pinkerton detective was instrumen-
tal in learning he details of, the af-
fair.
The story is that the necklace was
O.:en by a pOkiminent young‘ society
ms:i, who pawned portions of it to
diamond brokers in several cities and
that it was on this account that the
work in tracing it out was NO difficult.
Recently there was recorded upon
the books in the county clerk's office
here a mortgage on a house and lot.
aril it is said that this was done in
order to secure money with which to
attle .for the necklace The young
society man is employed in Cinein-
not;
TRACTION MAGNATE IS ILL
Peter A. B. Widener. Philadelphia
Millionaire, in Serious Coe-
diticm.
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. fa—Peter A.
Brown Widener, millionaire stre?t
railway- magnate is seriously ill at
his residence at Elkins Park. The
exact nature of Mr. Widener'e illness
is not amitninced, although it- is
g.ven out that bisecondition had its
origin in an attack of rhemnatism
that begat eeyeral months ago and
frean whicl lie did not rally.
Added to this ailment is a severe
cold contracted a few- dal
-' ago and
which found a susceptible victim in
Mt.NVidener, whose vitality was :A-
rcady weakened. It was stated this
evening that if no aalverse conditions
arose Mr. Widener's recovery might
he expected.
CORBETT GETS A BEATING
Former Champion Pounded Severely
by Tommy Murphy.
Philadelphia. Pa.. Jan. to 
—Wiliam
H. Rothwell of Denver, once a ring
champion under the name of Young
Corbett, received tonight what will,
prObably be his last whipping a* a
first-class ring opponent for men of
the light
-weight division. Tommy
Murphy. a young Harlem lighter with
a territlic punch, gave tIty western
man strch a sound thrashing in s x
rounds as to leave no doubts in the
minds of the spectators as to the
rightful ownership if the decision
had one been possible under the local
regulations of boxing.
'Corbett WWI outclassed in every re-
spect front the first tb the last hell.
He was 4 nitsIngged, out managed. out-
generaled, ontboxed and oittgamed. at
in the matter of gameness
Murphy was not called upon to show
anything. :IS Corbett 'scatcely landed
ane telling punch during the eight-
tCCa trsitletiza oi figlrtiog. , •
CLEARED UP
LARGE FORCE PUT TO WORK
THIS MORNING BY CAR
PEOPLE. .
IMPROVEMENT MUST BE
BINISHED BY TOMORROW
TEMPORARY BRICK TO RE PUT
IN TORN-UP PART OF
BITULITHIC.
The Contractor Today Cleans Up
Second Street Which Is Done
From Avenue to Washington.
'sliminess will get good- today with
the street car company a regards
finishing the improvement work on
Broadway- between Fourth and Fifth
streets, as arrangements Alive been
made to start a huge force of labor-
ers eo work this morning and get the
undertaking finished by tomorrow af-
ternoon, thc agreement being that this
witt,be accomplished, even if the trac-
tion people have to work their forces
all bf tonight.
The street car people have gone on
in a dilatory manner and delayed coin-
Pleffon of the work for many weeks.
grettly inconveniencing the entire
public, as the block has been nearly
impassable on account of the torn-up
.strect and stacks of material crowd-
ing the sidewalks. The board of pub-
lic work. exhausted patience waittig.
and during Wednesday's session di-
rected that if the traction people did
not finish the improvement right away
the board of works would take charge
complete the undertaking and then
chargr the cost to thc street car line
This explicit ultimatum had the de-
sired Acct. as yesterday General
Manager John S Bleecker of the car
I ne informed the public officials that
he would have on hand this morn-
ing a large force to hurry things ex-
peditiously towards completion.
Yesterday the car people had the
workmen to finish pouring thf asphal-
tum filler between the newly laid
brick on the north side of the men-
turned block, and this being finished
by evening, that side nae• thrown
open for the public, which, will use
th $ portion today and tomorrow-
while the old brick ant the other side
are being torn-up and new ones put
down. The material is all on hand,
and completion of the delayed work
will be a source of great appreciation
by the Otsblic, judging from clamor'
out coming from every-w -
-In putting down their new double
track, which caused the street work
toile torn tip, the car company had
to take up a small portion of the bitn-
lithic material just west of where
Fifth interseste with Broadway. AS
bititlithic cannot be laid in cold
weather. Pre% dent Wilhelm for Atte
board of works and General Manger
Bkecker for the -Sr tompany, en-
tered into an agreement ',emend:se
stipulating that the car company w.-
to 
•
tik up with good brick the holes
row in the bitulithic section. hut- just
asasosso as spring comes the tempor-
s* brick arc to be taken out and
bitulithic placed where it has been
taken
sin order to relieve the board of
sslit)is front necessity of taking chatire
ok the work the traction people ex-
nett to have everything completed
by tomorrow evening at the outaide.
Second Street Work.
The new brick street anal concrete
eidewalks have been finished on Sec-
ond street between Kentucky avenue
aid Washington. and this morning
the contractor will put his men to
work clearing up the trash and de-
bris left haying' aroundas remit of
the work. Next week the board of
works itill officially inepect the im-
provement to -cc that it is properly
done, and if so accept it on behalf of
the ciir.
The work on Washington from
third to First is shine also, and the
thoroughfare will be cleaned of all
accummulations, and it also accepted
by the hoard at the proper time
UPHOLD BROWNSVILLE ACT
South Carolinans Indorse President
Roosevelt's Course.
Columbia. S. C.. Jan. a
vote of 21 to 16 the South Carolina
senate today adopted a resolution in-
dorsing the action of President
Roosevelt in the Brownsville. TC7C..
matter and requesting the South
Carolina delegation in congress to
eepport this course.
SHAH'S THIRD SON IS
AFTER THE KINGDOM.
London. Jan. 10.—A dispatch to the
Daly Mail from Teheran says that
the ex-Shah' e third son has raised an
army of ro.000 men in Luistan in the
heijie of capturing the throne. The
thimach says there is little prospect
of his succees.
C;eacity for :iess:n.d•-ntoi'ls on the
creation cf happiness here,
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
.mmi••••••••••111
-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - Residence Phone 736
INSURE WITH--
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Ofilar 306 Broadway Phones:Office 383—Residence 1696
WE Pay 4 per cent,. interest)on time deposits. Start
the New 'Yew rigbt by starting
a savings account tor yourself or
child.
MECHANIC'S (lb FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK
 •••••••il•••••am
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent. Let us build the house; yes pay for it SW TOO
pay rent. Vacant lots in aU parts of the dly. Nice lots on the
proposed car attendee on liroad to anima depot and on Allan
streets from Sp to Ina sack. Buy now out inetslimant plow
while cheep. Tris is die highest ground is the city. Property le
weaseling rapidly.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATID.
Lllard D. Sanders, Pres. and Mgr. Phone yes.
-
a
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated-)
GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
SUPER:OR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FIEIGHT. MAC.HIN-
ERT AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND MO?' RQE. BOTH PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Build*
OFFICE PHONE 4114-a RESIDENCE PHONE 14e.,
Guy Nance & Son
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
White Ambulance tor sick and injured only
Office and residence 213 South 3rd Street'
novc- New 334. Old 699 Open Day and NlgLt
Mattil, Efinger Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
130 S. THIRD STREFT: PADUCAH. KY.
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aldermen, and by reasom of the dead-
lock evince a determination to place
I 
one of their number in the place
. where by reason of death or absence
i from the city of the mayor, one of
, the men who is unsatisfactory to
(Incorporated.) the people will be foisted on them
At Register Building, sas Broadway 
chik execut- ive for
01clioarily men who
JAMES E. WILHELM, Preen:ler& wally repudiated by
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer ills polls, would observe the common
AQVEIRT S. WILHELM, Secretary re;es of decency and sell respect and
take a hack seat, but politics has been
Entered at the Postoffice of Padto the ruling passion of that narrow
cah, Ky., as .second-class mail matter I crowd ever since the
 mistake of clothing ;hem with iiutlior-o
P'„ople made the
$5.00 'ity for a brie t 1,eason, and their pies-
2.50 ent course, is evidence of that fact.
1 25 Eve% Member of t'ne general council
 to la there not to iv:present himself or
 
 his party, litit :1"0 - represent the people.
Anyone failing to receive this paper As an individtde or as a partiFan, he
holds no claAis whatever, but as a
upresentattiee of the people is he en-
titled to tehe place, and as such it is
his duty to represent the people by
aconiestimg in their wishes when ex-
Prissed in a manner sufficiently
Six Months  
Three Months
One week
regglarly should report the matter to
The Register Office at once.
ph e Cumberland st&7
4.4
jai!
de
Tele-
CEMENTS.
e authoAzed to announce the
y of Joe A. Puri:haze for c ty
ubiect to the action of the
tic party.
•
Fri y Morning, January ii. igos.
The Deadlock.
The Register doe, not propose to
qtrIticif the right of any alderman to
volT h* whom he pleases for presi-
de oi the oboard, but we cannot
rithin from attributing the present
1Or Iodic of the aldermen to politics
pn and simple.
• .
a J` e would not comment on the
msBer were it not a fact that all dur-
isg sock the republican general coutt-
eilettiol, the republican afternoon pa-
kept crying out "Politics" every
tins, the mayor or the board of public
vii.Vts AA not agree with the general
coacii. In the general council at
VI/ time were some men so weak.
th• in order to win them over, cer-
ta 
;
t shrewd and un•cruptilous s-chem-
et aniong the other members would
appeal to their political prijudices by
crying out politics. Such Methods v.-
re ted to %heti the schemes in hand
ar Olerniol of sufficient merit to carry
lkrossitils- -, v
We nish to discuss the deadlock
o: being purely political, and to con-
t. a•t the cnnaset of the reptildicane
ush that of certain hoards u here
ol'e Taisrity were democrats. Last
sea; when the board oil public works
con•isted ..I two democrat• and one
republican, the two democrats elected
the republican president of the board.
• A few nights ago the bourd of caseat-
ion* with a democratic 'majority elect
es: a republican president and also a
reptiblican to a vacancy in the board
lint how was it %via -the repnblican
geseral council last year and also the
repnblican board of education? The
eencral council last year when 111,-
1cm of a democrat on the bosffital
board expired, promptly put a republi-
e:.n in his place. We do not know of
a single instance in which the republi-
can neral connci elected or ap
Arts,. except wharf-putt
ma---ser, a tberi cinly because they
could no.r.16.044 republican to take
the place. The remtblican general
eouomilwomass...tke most partisdn body
.........
(*1iiiiiiiilikitonbosaLstatteah: at every turn
006h—they resorted to politics,
yet Th'yvere ever real* to at-
• .0,
V. ri. the °71,111111* 7' narrov-
idneisk Oa 'preyaileit in that body. 
republicat general council had 
.
.. in:Fpector n an itemized report ofi 
hg"list 'lear and boasted tlie needs of the street department,i tinci -of
i.• iss recUtd. 'brit just "it Icavisig out the force employed in the
depirtment. foots- up overit the official tin-dual' reps orts art' 1"w/4'
de inirthea Petbfic-6ti•jritige titteet. clot" . .The -old board of public works
plain to be understood by him. The
returns from the polls last November
make it plain to all that the people
preferred to have democrats at the
held of the affairs in this city, and
in substituting their will for the
-sill of the people at least three of the
aldermeg are but repeating the of-
fonse of which they were guilty last
year when they insolently and arbi-
trargy refused' to grant the petition
for a vote on the city owning a water
and light plant.
We merely call attention to the
facts set forth above in order to re-
fresh the recollection of our readers
and to remind them that the men who
were so quick to cry out -Politics"
last year, are the very one.. to play
the ionie for all it ma s he worth
the time being
have been vir- sr one-fourth the cost of a block
the people at paved with brick or bitidithic. A few
b!ocks reconstructed as suggested.
on Fifth street where the heaviest
traffic exists outside of the newly
paved streets, would soon determine
the merit and durability of such a
street. At any rale something must
be done for the betterment of the
streets.
iThe point made by the board of
pahlic works as to the urgent need
t. •an increased engineering depart-
ment is well taken, many things es-
sential to the welfare of the city was
left undone last year because the
6C1"%$1CCS of the city engineer was
meded but he could not spare the
time from the more important work
in his office. All over the city are
alleys, streets and lots that should be
sot veyed and proper lines established
In the business portion of the city
6uildings are erected and not on lin'
with the building adjoining them.
Now is the time to regulate those
matters. It can be shown that the
test money the city could possibly
expend at this time is in the employ-
ment of two additional civil engineers
ddring moos. As Paducah is destined
to be a large city. the foundation
should receive careful consideration
at this time.
s The tax payers on the outskirts
are clamoring for 'improvements and
ecod streets, and they are entitled
to them .and The Register believe,
that it is time for the city to give re-
lict to those in the localities referred
•
st4itttai streets.
 
The recommendation
01 the board seems worthy of a trial.
The proposed experint "i is a
one. To excavate down to the clay
and then roll well ever), inch"
of gravel, and with the last las'cc iiiix
tat or pitch and see how it will s sear.
The cost per block is about l'ine-fit:11
every time they hate the chance, 0, Paducah is fast becoming a city
and also that they seem to think they 6 at!ti it takes money t'o properly con-
are in the general council to play duct its affairs, and the board . of
Vontics or anything else except obey-' public works is 'in a most excelltio
ing the wishes of the people.
•
The Report of the
Board of Public Works.
The annual report 4.i the bused*
c.1 public works is published in thin
issue of The Register and while some-
v.hat lengthy, those interestnil in pub-
lic affairs may find in it ...me things
Position to appreciate conditions thst
exist all over the city.
s
• io
Troubles Increasing.
-Senator Bailey i. having a 'rockyof interest. It deals with the streets.
road to trasel on his way to -succeedthe light plant and other public works himself in the United States senate
o; the city, and in a measure gives re•oltItion, signed by twenty-eight
an insight into thosg affairs. Like
all pubbc documents it is open to
criticism, and we are satisfied that
the board %in receive with favor any
suggestns towards the public good
Forty in December when the board
reached the conclusion that it would
r(quire $32.500 to take care of the
affairs in hand for 11)07, some of the
city officials and (Abel's who take an
interest in public affairs were of the
opinion that the amount was exces-
sive. hot when their attention was
called to the items they readily
changed their minds and admitted
that the expenses contemplated toe
the board are necessary and to the
best interests 'of the city. A brief
mention of the work to be done I(
made in the report and to that pot--
ticn of the report, especially, is the
attention of the public invited. If
there is an expenditure contemplated
that can be avoided without detriment
to the city. it would be well to point
it c.ect.
• The appropriation recommerided
for streets and which includes an in-
crease in the force isfeho have the
71(,:-Ssiesewefis and..,catch basins.-
ameunts to ts0000: yet the street
WALKING CANE CONDENSED STATEMENT OFMECHANIC'S (lb FAR.MER.'SWITH SWORD SAVINGS BANK
cHiEr OF POLICE COLINS HAS
OWE AT HIS
OFFICE.
It is the Kind the Superiors Use in
Vappine Islands, fromthewhPel.
nt it Wa4 Brought
Chief Collins In's at police head-
quarters a sword ws4ktuft. cane which
was brought front the Phi hPYine
and by a young fellose. named San- Capital Seodil 
ders. who resides down in he coun-
ty. The cane is the kOid Vildivide Profits 
the chief, captain and. other supe-
riors of the police and patrol *CIVIC('
of the islands. ' 'e
The wooden part of the Cane j9
hollow, while the handle is hand- 4 ,
'den/ of 2 1-2 per cent was declaredsomely carved ivory of much value. A gimp
By a twist of the handle it comes earn,i of the palxt six months, and credited toloose, and being withdrawn from
the wooden part. there is broultt 1iitockboVers
forth a long, sharp sword blade which
fits neatly in the hollowed wood. 1 he
cane acts n A two-fold capacity, as
a walking stick while ambling over
the city, and as a means of protection
when called on dangerous missions.
he blade is about trree fest long, of
highlyntempered steel, and can be
sharpened 'to a razor edge. It is fit
only for hand combat.
Mr. Stony Ferguson of the county
brought the cane to the chiej in order
that the latter could see what the
officers used in those distant lands
At a glance, one Would simply think
It was an innocent, ivory handled
walking cane, but it is converted into
a dangerous weapon when the han-
dle is jerked from the cane, and the
tierce-looking blade brought hum the
hollow cane
$794,36.1.97
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 2,000.00
Banking House Oterniture and Fixture; 
 50,0ficit
.Cosh and Exchange 
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ANTI-SALOON ATTOR-
NEYS TO CONFER
Will Pan for Defense
County Unit !saw.
of New
Frankfort. Jan. vs.—An iinototatit
conference of attsnneys oho have in
charge the de.e 1 isi tht County
Ilh'ne .tb‘itlel in
*here its coni•titntionality
(In various to of
has heeta attacked will be held here
at an tarty (late for the purpose oi
Senator Bailey of Texas, is 
rca 1rsrre the ctints of appeals. hen thealling w
the steps to he taken be•
.
zing that the way of even,an4164.1
*several eases come tip at tWs termiransgressor is hard. The,,Ns.hell.e Niceties. T. L. Edelen. of this city.
Banner remark.: and. J. W. Cammack. if Owenton, ar.-
in charge of the litigation for the
State Anti-Saloon League. and the
litigation growing out of its efforts i.
maintain the local option lass. There
are a number 1 attorneys engaged
in the local snits, who rill conic here
to the conference, among them being
the folloning from the comities
where tests have been made to the
law:
Attorneys !Innen. of 'Scott county;
William Carroll. of Henry: W. 0.
Davo. of Woodford, and I'. M. Mc-
Roberts. of Lincoln.
In conference with the lawyers will
he Rey. M. B. Adams. of this city,
president of the Anti-Saloon League.
I)r. Adams says that each case will
be vigorously prosecuted He is con-
fident of winning out in all the con-
tention: before the highest tr bunal
and the tipholding of the County Unit
law.
members of the Texas legisla-
ture. has been introduced calling for
thorough investigation of the
charges made against him. The •en-
ator'.; roost ardent friends in the leg-
islature, moire the circumstances, can-
not refuse to join in ordering the in-
vestigation without leas- ng him
handicapped by a reproach that still
greatly lessen his influence in public
office, and the senator, if he be con-
fident that he can vivtdicate himself,,
should relieve his friends from em-
barrassment by inviting the most ex-
haustive ,nvestigation. While it is
doubtless true that there is much per-
sonal and political prejudice back of
the gipposif 
 to Mr. Bailey. it is
none the less true that the charges
preferred against him are serious
enough to glemand a full inquiry at
the hands of a representative body of
men upon whom rests the responsi-
bility of electing a senator to repre-
sent a great state at Wash ngton."
.***41*********01?"..*****tottte
•
* PERSONAL MENTION. *
• •
*************************11
Miss Nellie Warren is visiting in
Carrsyille, Ky.
Mr. D. J. Mullaney ot the N., C.
Si, L .city .office has returned from.
attending a 'meeting of agents at
Nashville. • „
Mr. J. H. McPbeetess of Clinton
atsidOtent.10Fesid e hospint Ore r
11? was operated on.
In .- surplus ()fool er $2,000 was 1 to., after spending the holidays here.
already.soo hand, their request was Mrs. Paul Jones is visiting her
virtually for $30.000; only 4t8.000 was .other in Cave.-in-Rock,
atipriaVI* stre
o
e yet the'of-
acapolis will arive
Miss Florence Schroeder of Indi-
1,64.6„ show thi? over i ftska :N  Ethel Br 
tomorrow to visit
ooks.was expended last year with no per-. • Mr. Percy Jordatieis in F.ddysille
.elanent-repirsC'and the further fact Oil business.
Miss Richie Stone of 'Earlington to-
ols:r. goes home after visiting Mies,
Mary Barry.
Mrs. Clarence Chamlin has returned
fool.] Moberly, Mo.the generall council, and likewise os stipported by the experience or Miss An a na Rhe of Nashville conies pally.ihe
•s
beneft of the. pisst , and Oa conditions of thei I.:lye laims for bei. cng is, some time this month to&viait Mrs. I LaGsange—S7.cxio creamery.
NEGRO MAIL CARRIER
MAKES CITIZENS SORE
Rural Route Discontinued For Lack
of Patronage.
• Hoopkinsville, Ky.. Jan. to —Rural
free mail delis-cry route No. 2. out of
the C•trulean Springs postoffice. in
Trigg county, has been Incontinued
on account of the patrons refusing to
alow their mail to be delivered to
them by W. L. George. a negro Who
had been appointed to the posit oil of
carrier on the route.
There was never any excitement
ON cr the matter and at no time were
any threats or hostile demonstration
-made against the negro carrier
NEW INDUSTRIES
TUCKY AND
FOR KEN-
TENNESSEE.
the self asserted business ability, to.ked for $28,000 for streets fhst year Mr. Robert Fitzpatrick yesterdayfrcturned to his school at Kankakee,the-One hand it was "look at Mir
.inese record" and tin- the i-it4ie7••
waartZlook at the other fellows
ittp'to obstruct
riclytv hen., the tliclords-' show
t ifie" republican . general council
abort on Ini;iness and lohyt
pol Ili other words they that less gravel- was used than in ifftNIF 
stisrefitte-iirtteeriee-s-' • , an year for the past twenty years.
While the revubficans had the full These facts demonstrate that the
benefit of a soliil pasty delegaiionitel 4i .?f 00.000 sequested for this year,
- 4
Chattanooga, Tenn., Jan. ill —The
Tradesman announces the follow ng
industries for Kentucky and Ten-
pess, established during the week
closing today:
KENTUCKY — Harrod's Cr.eek—
hicio.000 land company.
konisville—$15.000 mattress fac-
tory; 150s000 vinegar works.
Lottisa—$5,000 milling company.
Gothrie—Stoo.000 clay company.
NLayfield—Shirt ,factory.
1lopkinsville—$.4o,000 lumber com-
pany.
0eliawrenceburg--.$2o.000 supply corn-), ,
• beisinniciy, Vet. the' Peearilt in theiis-hila'ent:-'tJhesam good grounds ex- I Vernon Blythe of North eventiti Winchester-L-46,00o ereamety.
!sovereign capacity went to the polls
in November and gave vent to -1
.prenounced disapproval of the repub-
!leans by defeating evety" candidate
;of that party. This 'act on the part
of the people signifies that they were
dissatisfied with the republicans, one-
.half of !chii tr-e still in the board of
It
;41-obit-in that the city must meet, silo ' Lootisianason business, lie havin an Aano company. 
—a nd elevator;s h I l' e—$7151,° 1
• The reconstruction of streets is a Dr. D. G Murrell has gone 
t,, 000TEflaNuNriEngSSmEilEi
N
A bopd issuet for that purpose is I Paris--Sto,000 medicine factory.itr.mence sugar plantation there
,-,ttt of tee question. ,iow i.., as good 1 Mr. W. P. Marsh, state officer for Chattanooga—St0000 manufactur-
the A. 0. U. W.. is in the city from ing company.a time as any to see what can be
-
Ilonisvir me eeting tite Piroftisali 1)ir• 1-'tilaskit,415.000 granite and. marbsseompltshed toWards building sub tea. 
le
• 
. tbril Pa leY: *
ist for the other appropriations Mrs. Bettie Green has returned Elizabethtown — $45..009 lumber• re- .trom MAyfield where she visited her company.quested. 
0...tighter, Mrs. 'Oscar Turner.
cm demand.
J. T. LAURIE, Cashier.
RESEAT THE ITHE COLDER
AUIDTORIUM THE PEUER:
NEW DESKS WILL BE PUR
'WM BOTTOMS LIES ABS4
CHASED BY THE TRUSTEES,
VERY SOON. 
WITH WINDOWS AND
QPORS OPEN.
The Supply Committee.
ths Pr- 
Take Up
Will Tomor.
Row Evening
opoonon
• of"
Tr„doer. Byrd, Beckenbach
`...lettients. of the committee on sup-
plies for the schoos board. expect to
meet turnout's% evening with the sup-
This 'Cob* 4.1r" Treatment Has
Benefitted His Lungs and Kept
Him Alive Many Months
and Secretary jap Toner is proving 00(
f the most apt and satisfactory iu.
vestigator• and assistant* the Charity'
club ever had. being alwaye nu the-
erintendent and reach some decision too at all hours of the, day and night,
regarding rescuing the auditorium at rendering ald .05 rte po„s peolihesolos
on west wo‘c *Artily lie is being called on
tilhena‘dVwa:hyingT"hinis .b" liad tillnyg needevi, Iffla
especially as many new pupils . will
Ye•terday he learned thebe advanced to the high school de-
tute and hopelessly ill condition orpartment next month after the semi-
annual examinations. Wm. Henry Bottom of 39g Clements
At present there are about sticet in Mechanicsburg. and went upAso
to •ee the unfortunate man devet•desks in the auditorium. lint they are
of the old lend. %tisk long extension ''Pesi that for use
 Years R"tt"tu has
for the desk, while underneath is the hien ailing with lung trouble For
the past three years has beenopen drawer in which the hooks are
placed These extension de•k take bedridden. while since the latter pare d. s 
of tips he has been taking the "-oi.d'up too notch room, and the probabl-
air" treatment for beneftt of his cove.ince are the supply committee will,
doion. and ke4thinks was done nsitOrin making orders for new wince, bus.
good in this respect In takine thisthat kind of ile•k in vrhich.'on the
t-ratment he I:es in his bed at onebacb of each seat, is 3 trough-"e side of the room out of the draft and'receptacle into which the pupils can
drop their books. They are 1.-ases all doors and windows open.made g•n so 25 much fresh air a. po...ofrie canthe order of church pews, in the hack ' get of which are deposited time in. This care and attention has
books. etc. 
hymn lo pi him alive fhiis far, hut he .sat
Cfn basing set ere hemorrhages sinceThis kind of desk, 'eating one per. ,he first of this week and may die c.fson each. come closer together and
the seating capacity thereby- greatly
enlarged.
The committee expects to tend in
the girder immediately so the desks
can be gotten as soon as possible as
their ti•e is absolutely necessary.
President List has called the atten-
tion of the committee to these needs
and immediate action w II be taken.
WATET NOTICE
Patrons of the Water company are
reminded that their rents expired
December 31st., and those who desire
to renew this quarter should do so
before it is forgotten. All premises
not paid for on or before January
toth will be discontinued, and the
coin of shutting off and tanning on
water will be one dollar.
PADUCAH WATER CO.
Siting
 in Hopkinsville.
weakness at any moment. No matter
how hitter the weather this or la-st
winter, his doors and windows hive
all been open
fie ha• a girl and boy te aiwl tS
rear' odd respectively, the former
keeping house and the latter working
at the mills, but Young Bottom's
Waire* are not sufficient to keep the
wolf from the door and Secretary
inner yesterday pave liberal aid to
the family which is one of the most
d• seving he has run across during
b's charity work.
dlottom is a man of about fio years
of age, has an untonally intelligent
fare and toes excellent language.
showing he was well reared and -edit..
rated. hot suffered misfortunes to
la-ie,• him to his present destitute
cr.ndition.
Prof. Mahlres dancing classes for
children and adults will open Stotti-Miss Marion Lander is home irom day. January 12, 3 in., in the K. P:
Hall Phone (ro
STATEMENT CONDITION OF THE
61n1e Nank an? Orust To.
OF PADUCAH, KY.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
At Close of Bwiness December 31, 1906.
RESOURCES
Loans an• d Disconnts 
•
$262.1 5 4.0i)
out of the
by large numbers each day, now that
a chilly spell is on
•
i*.)17At the Close of Business Decembes 31, 19064
Reemirces
Loans and Discounts 
.$2260.955 49
Stocks and Bonds.... 56,463 50
Banking House 
 17,000 oo
Furniture and Fixttiferi,.• 5.750 oo
Cash and Exchange 
 44.,t27 48
•
8384396 47
Surplus Fund
Undivided Profits
Deposits 
Rediscounts
Liabilities
Capital Stock Sloo,000 oo
31,000 oo
• 2.775 36
247,523 62
2.997 49
$3$4.296 47
A Dividend of 4 per cent was declared out of the, net
earnings of the last six months and placed to the credit
of the stockholders entitled thereto. $1,000 was added to
Surplus Fund. Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt
attention given to business intrusted to us.
(6. robrrtvon. 111. Lau (NUL. (Las*
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THE ANNUAL REPORT OF
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
,:-... Recommends an Appropriation of $52,500 for 1907 For
...T.\ The Necessary Expenses of The Several Depart-
ments Under Its Control and Supervision
\.
•
• r
• BRIEF OUTLINE FOR THIS YEAR'S WORK
OMMENDS THE RECONSTRUCTION OF THREE REMAIN-
BLOCKS NEAR RIVER FRONT — SUGGESTS WELL
ROLLED GRAVEL STREETS, THE SURFACE MIXED
WITH TAR—VETRIFIED BRICK GUTTERS AND
STONE CURBING.
S AN INCREASE IN THE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
'tliflialuititioje "tflei board of
wotks•- Wachiestlay 'ike• annual l
eport of that body was read by
President Wilhelm, and it was
adotisk,jThsorseipre ersde I v ered
to . 1110, ...and as
it critfins tpuL„pta.tters of interest
to the ptiblic,-Thir ripOrt in fall is
published belo 
• 
as follows:
Paducah, /14 9, isicn.
ttoftilr
r C. “IsPaducah.
Elege r: 
p
 
. blab r Sg•to you the
nous' report of the Board of Public
Wqiks sven2tro414_ first. cjlattentsiod
to the fact that sarly in that year it
• was known by the atentlers of the
.old board that they ^petted to re-
from office by resadit'AC iwn of
Out Iffigiberw bee lllll ing
thcough a change of relnktice to be-
the thy limit., alpi elaw.4
member on account of the duties cos-
flirting "Mt Itis baseness. The
changes in tlic %card began in Fels-
ruary 114 git was some time ut Ae-
beiort the present board was or-
ganized and fully installed into of-
fice. By reason of the appropriations
placed at- Ow ilisposal (it the Islard
henig somewhat limited and below
the amount asked for in the street ile-
partment the old board made no plans
for new street work other
than those to be upaid for
out of the street bond funds
What might be termed permanent re-
pairs to the gravel streets %%ere not
taken for the reason thaL the
weft hot tate:esti an at
semitnce the agent on of the
rd was directed only toward. re-
• (tenacious places that &vet-
from dote to time, keeping the
reet• clean and caring for the sue-
s dirt from new street work which
• placed on various tills. A 4e-
.1 account of the new streets and
:altos constructed and remst-
wted during the year will be found
the City Engineer's annual report.
ide from these improvements. but
e other of any consequence was
•Ie and that was the Caldwell
ret culvert. •14te renewal of the
C esl he Sixth street hr tine across
erewle terwistituiesi the moat
wtant piece of repair work of the
he general council contracted for
remodeling of the City Electric
ht plant and adopted what is
•n as the magnetite arc lama for
t:ng fhe idreets. The machinery
installed solid. put in lull opera-
the latter pert of December The
em of diatribut on was overhaul-
and extended, and thirty-five street
added. A detailed statement
the installation, reconstruction and
erosion will tie found in the an-
1 report for the year of the. super-
etident of the City Electric Light
t. The-fact that the new Tna-
e-v and lamps have been in-
ed but a week or two affords no
tunitv for a full expression of
operation at tIt'e time, other than
say that it is now running calls-
only. witb this exteption: tithe
front-abe lamps is but 7o per
t of that givek by the open arc,
.014 about ./400 eandk - glower.
„ktescok.
e . fit ligit -Attt rhe
0 e, au • t a is. .1113r
ess carbohl. we peal- and:*con-
entlr less labor in tromm ng
iaria haayre.. 00140.
c thay ctistt
that is in the renewal of the
the interior of whieh, it
by local electricians. becomes
4 by.iht fiirnea. from the re-
'Lion of the electrodes." If
elorarbn
or soil& **-e.th:;. process, the
of the honn becomes ui-
certain unless
Frt. ,ub‘tittitc.,
'le *Mustier fft" l&efil7
d'inghoel of cleaninet life
.„
ihs'pioved streets with a ro.:
WIT-i;ne/ (yea abandoned and a
e4rh4 ritionted by the purchase
.trretsfitishing Maehine costing
.itlisanj-
-nresatisfactory, and , expensive.
eitrilalts of dust r7irPsetilqiy it bred
,f• 'ppd. ,weee.yoffetteive. ;to the
However wet( ,swent the
migitt.ofse. yet the disraireik:
odors retrained. while. the cost
haadling and hauling the *weepy
machine the streets are thoroughly
washtd, leaving them cleau.and iii a
good sanitary condition, !stick of the
deposits being carried away in the
storm-water sewers, and consequent-
ly requiring le•s labor altd teams to
haul away the remaining dirt. There-
fore, the flushing meelvine,, se addi-
tion to improving the sanisary
t on of the streets.ie by tar the most
economical and will save tie price or
the machine in leas than two years by
reason of the reduced expease for
men. and teams to colleet and cart
away the dirt
, The reports from the heads of the
'ritual departments under the super-
vision and control of this board set
forth the expenditures for the year
and supply full IlifOrMati011 Is to the
disposition of the fun& 1WJ rei:"
kieont?lisbed. To the year now
f5re us we give attention and mosi
respectfully call ',our attention ko
such matters as this board. deems to
he of stiff cleat importance to merit
consideration at the hands •oi your-
self awl the general council.
Some sseeks ago, after a careful
consideration of the affairs in hand,
together with 3 conservative view of
the probable needs of tow. we reach-
ed the conclusi llll that in order to
properly care the affair' in this
department during Kw. that the sum
of $4.2(ado.00 should he appropriated
by the. general council for this work.
The annual reports now before.us of
the departments reporting to th
board Avg& no reasons for a revi-
sion or modification of the figures. but
on the contrary enspha•ire the need
of the sum indicated. and 1411101 ig
disided as follow,. to-wit: Street'.
&Moots. street cleaning. $S000: cul-
fells, fills and bridge repairs, ge000:
electric light plant. operatirstrillo.e4go.
and renairs and viten% on of light
system $2500.
In this report no ar„efttpt will he
made to name in ;retail the work
contemplated. and on winch the above
1
•
figures are ha ,,,e1 that usins.tuat,,w,
will. be 611"4,/shed the general coun-
cil at st1.01 time as it may take up
the Mat ter. Attention. however.
should be called to these facts, viz:
No permanent repairs to the streets
were made last year. hence the work
of this year shottlitli embrace two
years repairs. The street bond mon-
ey !s about exhausted and Inoue re-
construction, must be made from the
tax levy. This board is under the
impression that a good substantial
street can be built by excavating. per-
haps. Is to ut inches. and rolling each
layer of gravel, the final layer being
mixed with coal tar or a suitable
product. The concrete gutter and
curbing we do not favor. being some-
what skeptical on the question or
the durability of the work on acconnt
of as exposure to heavy traffic, as a
substitute we would recommend a
vitrified brick gutter laid on a con-
crete foundation, and granite or lime-
stone curbing.
The heaviest expense to be incur-
red by the street departoient will be
to repair the streets opened for in-
stalling the new sewers While the
contractor gives bond to restore, such
parts of the streets as Ma* be open-
ed for the sewer". yet' the , work
will make it necessary toittecagtatract
many of .the streets. The -cask Of•the
intersectious-• For new. d!wiflts and
new graveled streets must be borne
by the city, ascl it will*prove to
quite ,an item s-.,
Another additional burden in the
way, Of expense imposed tenon the
street department is the cite and
cleaning of the additional fhish titik%
and catch bresini in Sewer:
fisege District No. a. which- 'will
umpl e t .6 ilte stir*,
reviving an increase in 'Ore' number
of men and teams. In this .connee-
tion wewish to also your atten:
tin* uecktc fact. that as the new dis-
trict will discharge, its. weesserarrinto
the mains of the -old district, it will
be necessary to tistall a larger pump
at the pimping station in order tv
tOoperly care for the increased flow
When necessary to relieve the sewer
system by pumping. The cost of a
larger punm, however, should he as-
sessed a*ainst the owner; of the
property- . in the new 'sewerage d S-
trict.
-Tei kat, the street, in41 gutters of
the rite clean and, in a eoncv sanitary
oosidiefororwilf require-the approurit-
rtiMPL rl;•,v 0'114. 6011 requested for that purpose. Weil-/ThirT4rer69ion 'of the Iiii".ning kept Oreete add to a city' repittat.on
for progressiveness, besides being a
pleasure to the inhabitants.
The street department is greatly in
need or more teams and more sta-
ble room, together with a place for
the storage of surplus street material
now scattered over the city. There-
fore, we would recommend the erec-
tion of a modern stable on the old
City Hospital lot, or bettqr still, on
the city property at the end of North
Sixth street.
While the storm-water sewers now
in and to be installed relieve the streets
of much surface water, yet the nat-
ural waterways throughout the city
must be maintained,. requiring cul-
verts and tills, a, well a, bridges in
many places.
The bridge 'across Island creek at
Fourth street- used a general over-
hauling and 'strengthening., and by
the eitPenditure of a reasonable sum
made:to answer its present purposes
for several years. If, however, it is
deemed best to erect a new bridge a
special sum independent of alit fig-
ures. above should be appropriated
for that purpose.
The demand for more street Fights
in new territory that is being built
up must be met, and the sum request-
ed for this purpose is indeed modest.
In the matter of new streets and
sidewalk* this board cannot refrain
front again urging the reconstruction
of First street from Broadway to
Jefferson street. Jefferson street from
First to Second streets, and Second
street from Jefferson to Monroe
streets, and the extension of the con-
crete sidewalks on Broadway and
Kentucky avenue from First to Wa-1
ter streets. This work w II complete
the reconstruction of streets and side-
walks in the vicinity of the wharf,
from whica thousands of visitors to
the city obtain their first view of the
city and its public highways. 
-
The wharves are in good condit.on,
well kept and no complaints received
from that cOurcO.ac.
Tshe Marret lt4nis'i required the CV
pa-Minnie of but a few dollars dur-
ing the past Year, yet we believe it
to be a matter of economy to paint
the exposed wood work during the
coming slimmer. As a matter of corn-
fort to the renters of benches at thi
ends of the market house and their
patrons we noble) recommend that
the ends of the building be inclosed
with glass and metal sides, so arraffke
et!' as to admit of being opened in
the summer and closed Ai the us in-
ter
This board wa• materially •.ainai.
capped during the past year in its ef-forts to Care for a 011fraitr id ordi-
nary matters, by. reav.set of the !act
that the engineertn4 arpartment was
overtaxed with work in connection
with the Ilese streets and sewers':
tilerei flea N•ve have no hesitancy indeclarAle that the prime need of the
e44 )'_is one or more tiro-eta.," as-
sistants to our present cadent City
Engineer, and we earnestly recom-
mend that the general council provide
the means to that end.
In conclusion use wish to say that
we believe a healthy sentiment ex-
ists in the city for good. substantial
improvement., clean and unobstrtict-
ell highways, well kept public places
and efficient public utilit es This
sentiment has our hearty indorsement,
and with the required means at our
disposal. it will be our pleasure to
exercise our best effort' towards serv-
ing the people by assisting you to ex-
ecute the wishes of the generl coun-
cil in matters under the etipervis on
and control of this board.
Very respectfully.
JAS. F.. WILHELM. President.
5. F0. RTArYli_ sTOARN.GSeer.zrrtar.y.G.0G
Board of Public Works.
INVESTIGATE
TOBACCO RAID
STATE FIRE MARSHAL MOTT
AYERS WILL LAY MATTER
BEFORE GRAND. JURY.
Attorney Whittemore Thinks the
United States Grand Jury Has
Jurisdiction Also.
The destruction of the tobacco (ac-
tore. at Princeton some weeks since
by the -night riders" will be laid be-
fore the grand jury of the criminal
circuit court when that tribunal con-
venes "shiortly at Princeton. This step
will be takcii by State Firi Marshall
Mint Ayers, according to Attorney
Clem Whittemore, who is the legal
advisor of the marshal, and is now
in the c ty on business.
Marshal Ayers has been working in-
dustriousix getting up evidence ever
since there was dismissed several
weeks ago the Illinois Central rail-
road section foreman, who lives sev-
eral miles from Princeton, and was
identified as one of the night rders.
Mr. Ayers wants to Reit up evdence
which cannot possibly be overcome,
wiktp he will then lay the matter be-
fore the grand jury.
Mr. Whittemore say* lie thinks the
proposition can go to the United
Staaes grand jury also, as the tobacco
which vi•as destroyed by the raiders
was ;mended for foreign shipment,
therefore destruction of it is a dis-
turbance of the interstate coinmeree
laws which receive protect on from
the federal tribunal..
$everal tobacco house. were ,dyna-
mited and burned by night maraud-
ers *h0 visited Princeton at midnight.
TI o stemnieries and houses were
opirated by the trust, and it is
claimed the tobacco grosvers belong-
ing to the association did the dastard-
ly work, a. a bitter war is on be-
tween trust and growers.
NOTICE TO PAINTERS.
Bids are asked for painting the in-
side of the county jail. By seeing
Jailer J. W. Eaker at the jail work
will be shown to be done. Contract
will be let to the lowest and best.
bidder .at my office. to? S. Fourth
street. to o'clock` Monday. January
ta. Committee reserves rights to re-
ject all brit. J. J. BLEICH,
ChaIrrnan Jail Committee.
INFLUENZA ALMOST
EPIDEMIC IN NEW YORK.
-New York, Jan. to 
--Influenza. is
4jmost epidemic in this city. Within'
the last ten days it has spread rapid-
ly. Physicians !centrally believe that
the unseasonable weather which has
prevailed of late has helped to spread
the disease.
:I- Reports tabulated yesterday in thir
health department bureau of vital sta-
tistics show !hat last week the deaths
in this city from influenza rose from
if to 30 in the week ending December
3O.,..
SHAKES THE NEW
4411111SININION.4011.1•111111111ms, 
FRIDAY
Ikenments
SPECIALS
25 Misses' and ,Children's Coat
Suits at Exactly Half Price
We wit! offer you Friday And Saturday 25 of the best and
newest COP' suits for chil dren and Misses at 1/2 'trice.
The SKIRTS to these suits can be worn all spring andthe jackets can be used seperate also, for they , are 'good
weight.
-
Here is your chance to get a suit for the price A( atkirt
or coat.
REMEMBER HALF PRICE
SAMPLE SALE
of Shirt Waists
Friday and Saturday will offer you a snap in the way of
embroidered white muslin hirt waists.
About 75-sample wai at et manufactures cost.
Just think a waist th at is a month and a half ahead of time
in style for such prices.
$2.00 Waist at $1.38 75c Waist at 
boo Waist at $1.0 $1.25 Waist at 
c Colored Waists at 49c St.5o Waist at _ 
FRIDAY IS AS USUA L REMNANT DAY AT
4%
 
.1
 
.
AND OLD WORLD I Ogilvie 's
SHOCKS FELT IN MANY
CLIMES ACCOMPANIED BY
RUMBLINGS.
Families Awakened and in Some
Instances Flee From Homes
In Terri*.
!Williamsport. Pa.. Jan. TO—A ser- I
us of shocks, evidently earthquakes Adopton
viere felt and heard in this section
ftont 4:45 to 5:30 o'clock this morn-
ing. flu Wings shook so that familie(
were an akened, and rumbling sounds
were heard over an area of twenty
miles.
In Norway.
Chriptiania. Norway. Jan. to.—Two
severe earthquake shocks were felt
here .it 1.3o o'clock this morning. ac-
companied by rumblings like thunder
Telegrams show that the shocks were
felt at other towns in Norway.
In Maryland.
Bahl-mote. Md., Jan to—Several
earthquake shocks were felt at a num-
brr of poinol n 'Baltimore county
dorth of this city at 5:45 o'clock this
morning, according to reports rec-
eived here. The shocks, while light,
ere distinct and lasted about fifteen
ecntrtg.
, In Sweden,
; Stockholm.. Sweden. Jan to.—Two
istinct and sharp earthquake shocksere felt at several points in Sweden
this morning.. Dispatches received
from several places report that the
rlieking of houses caused a hasty
exodus of the alarmed inhabitants.
REVOKE FERRY BOAT
CAPTAINS LICENSE.
-$4/rv • 4•0"411`
"San Francisco, Jan, to.—The license
of Capt. Wm. Wright of the Southern
Pacific ferryboat Solane. plying be-
tween Port Costa and Benecia, was
revoked yesterday by government in-
sliectors becaus the captain had, con-
trary to law, allowed the doors of
Pullman cars that were being taken
aernsi the straits to remain locked.
Secretare Metcalf, on his recent trip
td San Francisco, observed this. and
(he action followed.
'The Store That Has the Goods
RENT FOR SPACE
UNDER SIDEWALKS
of Ordinance Introduced
Lower Bo-rd Will Increase
City's Revenue.
Dr. Dwight's
in Lilyderma Cream
Louisville, Jan. 9.—If te general
council l!iasses an ordinance intro-
duced in the lower board by Council-
man Resale last night, the city will
receive a handsome increase -(or the
use of space under the sidewalks. The
ordinance was referred to the joint
street committee, and provides that
any person or corporat on tising or
occuoiing space beneath any side-
walk within the city shall pay to the
city as rental or compensation for its
use a som equal to I per cent. of the
amount determined by multiplying the
number of square feet of siirla:e over
the space used by a Sum equal to
one-tenth of rhe laud value of the
frontage per square foot in the lot
abutting on ench -pace as last fixed
by the city of Louisville.
Similar laws are now in effect in
New York. Chicago and other large
cities.
Prevents and cures chapped roug-
akin. Makes the skin soft, &moods
and white. Removbs all blemishes-
it. .used by the cold winds.
Delightful to use after shaving.
For sale only at
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
63 Copies far 1 c
Use our best smutless and smearless carbon papers and you can
get from 175 to 100 clear cut impressi.ms from each sheet. Our best
grade comes in blue, black and purple at $a65 per box.
What better do you want in:t1sa.eray of satisfactory goods at,
a low price?
See Our special carbon fo r prcil use at Si.00 for tocl sheete.
This does the work as good as art, carbon made.
D Book ifsb• E. Wdson Music Man
:At Harbour's Departments Store
. 13-st.Kentlicicy and Illinois Coal
Also deal& in Lime and Cement: Agent for W.xitehall and Agatite cement
"I& MG OF CEMENT"
H. M. eIgNNINGHAM
•
Phones. Old 960, New 245 :-: Thirteenth and Adams Streetis
•Itri***Iltr•
••••••••••••
• ro..4.0/ —
• 1
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People
Say
OUR PER.FUMES
AKE ,BEST
Just sample any other per-
fume in town and then 
procure
the same odor from us. 
You'll
say there is a great 
difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy 
perfumes.
We know how to 
store per-
fumes. We know how to show
you perfumes. Our 
knowledge
of these requisites is 
what en-
able us to give you 
perfumes
that have not detonated 
since
coming into our 
possession.
J. IL Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
EIXTH AND 
BROADWAY
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
Wet
Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
• out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone aoa
NOTICE
Hidest Prices Paid fir Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and seB rterydliag.
• s-s30 Court Streel: Old Moses
,-,6A.
Clem Fran siola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
I
NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCORPORATED
306 B'way. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
Excursion
St. Louis and Ternessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bet
excursion oei of Paducah.
JUST AN ACCIDENT I TEST BY
 'RE"' NEW ARMY Caron Directory Company=PLOSIVES BURNIID TO AS- MYSTERY Of Louisville, KentuckyIN MOST CASES IT IS DUE TOGROSS CARELESSNESS.
Child Maimed for Life Through Mo-
mentary Neglect of Nurse—Pleas-
ant Experience, Which Some-
times Come by Accident
BP MARGARET E. SANGSTER.
(Copyright, 190i, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
Nine-tenths of the untoward hap-
penings that people call accidental are
due to gross carelessness and shame-
ful neglect.
There are two sets of people in the
world—those who keep things up and
those who let things run down. The
drat have never indulged in the habit
of putting off till to
-morrow what ought
CO be done to-day. If the roof leaks or
there is a erect( in the ceiling or a
loose board in the floor or a sagging
singe or a broken window cord, they
repair the damage at once. They know
perfectly tnat it costs less to mend
ths.n to mar, and marring goes rapidly
as where there Is no mending. La
everybody knows the best way to let
even a fine house go to absolute ruin
is to shut it up and leave it without an
tahabitant A house that is lived IL
lasts longer and looks better than a
house that is untenanted, because the
forces of nature are constantly makins
war upon the buildings of men, and a
constant battle must be waged against
them if men aro to come off victors.
The heedless housekeeper has casn
ally meationed that there is a t
place on the stair carpet which •-tiril
presently wear into a hole. She Is not
ignorant of a rip in a rug which may
catch somebody's heel and rause a tune
We. But being heedless, she put oil
repairing the rent ip carpet and rei
ascii an unlucky person hurrying ebony
tag a fall, which means a hip out of
Joint or a beaten is. or, won,* stili
a jar whipf! may cause apoplexy fit
some one in old age, or the develop
cuent of a malignant disease in some
I
one younger. These baleful sequence
do come from slight falls, and some
body is responsible.
A variety of miseries shuttle aloes
In the train of so-called accidents
willed never should have been permit
tad to occur. From time to time pee
pie die because they have eaten toad
stools when they thought they were
eating mushrooms. Nothing is eremite
than to distinguish between the dente
ous edible and the deadly fungus, yet
there are those who mourn sue.
deaths as if they were laid at the dace
of accident.
Children are sometimes left in tie
care of thoughtless hirelings and ars
maimed for life through falls for whIct
there was neither excuse nor occasion
A man fearfully deformed with a great
hump between his shoulders was Is
his infancy the most noble and beauti
ful of children. While his pretty nurse
was flirting with a gallant policeman
the baby carriage took a slide down a
steep hill and was overturned at the
foot, and years of pain and wretched
mesa with the handicap of the hunch-
back. have paid for that folly.
We seldom read of a railroad acci-
dent that Is not due to the careless-
ness of somebody, and yet It would be
most unfair to utter sweeping MU
clams on the employes of public con
veyances. The average man is superb-
ly trustworthy. The engineer sticks
to his post and diem In the eff.srt te
move the train. When one of the en-
gines on the -Majestte was suddenly
put out of commission not long ago, by
a real accident that no care could have
anticipated or averted, the corps of en-
gineers. at the risk of their own lives
In the face of clouds of scalding steam
shut off the machinery, and were cox
ried to the hospital afterwards. They
were heroes.
There are aceidents that no one caL
prevent. But as compared with thole
which come by lack of rare, they are
few. When the lightning from the sky
strikes a man dead as he sits in his
house or walks by the way. he Mil)
be said to perish by the act of God
But when a man takes hold of a live
wire with bare hands, he has on13
himself to blame if he drops dead the
next instant. The accident was stupio
and foolhardy.
St UU 
For the Round Trip to
Tennessee river & retur
nn 
-V°
•
It is a trip of pleasure, comfon
end rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at s p. sa
Far other information apply to Jai
Wboger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent.
•■•••••
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red.
PADUCAH. KENTUCKY
StliVetitrs V% lit gave it t,,
110 itC:11-y
"Graci.stisi. I th•sught they never
• orcl.'•
"I don't believe they cv•er
he sac sun. of her bi.-en'ts
,Iiim.:—Washington Times.
lii
c gait It
• •
We need not limit what happens b3
apparent ambient to disaster and ea
!amity. There are pleasant things that
may properly be set down to the ac•
coup:. of accident, since we have not
planned them nor in any way made tht
least provision, mentally or materially
for their coming to pass. A young man
casts about for a groat place to spent.
a brief holiday. Business claims him
so constantly that vacations are few
and far between. Not often does he
obtain a recess. Shall he go to the
mougtains, to the old homestead, to
the Leland springs or the shore? Shal,
he accept a frined's invitation to join
him on a yacht, or possibly shall he
go on a bicycle tour over a distant
state? lie finally decides on one jaunt
or another, with no ultimate object
except to have a good hol...ay.
Yet. on the yacht or it the farrnho.use
or by the way he is to meet a girl
whose eyes shall capture his heart and
who shall change the face of the world
for him for the rest of his life.
"How came Hugh to marry Belle?'
I once asked, wondering at what seem-
ed an incongruous marriage, the hus-
band a man of profound culture and
varied learning, while the wife was a
brilliant social butterfly, wh cared for
little except personal adornment and
ant beautiful surroundings.
"Oh." said the friend who answered
had me, "they met on a slow steamer cross-
ing the Allan, ie. Neerly everyboly on
board was feusicli. But they Ilea ilk feria' wld me, an' I ehpoke to her as
shts Cavef ellainben the fact that they were hoth sine lade to atiCe.het.. .40 reecland
rood *allot'., Wel by • the time thee
CERTAIN TILE D.AIICIER.
Cartridges Explode with Insufficient
Force to Do 'Inch Damage—
Lnbaresting Experi-
ment.
An interesting experiment was made
a few days since at the convention of
firemen at Duluth, says the Boston
Herald, for the purpose of hating de-
'ermined the Went of danger than
was to Bremen in entering • burning
building known to contain amairtal-
tloa. in a area many hardware stores
It Is known that ammunition Is serried
In stock, and In gun stores somata-
uon. of course, is • regular part of the
stock In trade. It has been though*
that this class of materiel was of •
character that would prove seriously
laugerous in case ot fire, bsemese aro-
ma* woujd naturally be taxon LI sa-
w buildings where, in consequence of
explosions, their lives would be endan-
gered. It less been customary Ln meat
cities to have ordinances passed reg-
ulaLtng the amount of gunpowder that
can be carried in a mercantile stoak,
and also designating the manner in
which the powder' shall be keel and
the place in the store la whielt the re-
oeptable shall be Placed. Moe. in
Boston, the ordinance provides that
gunpowder shall be kept In a metal dear to him to release the men ar-receptacJe; that the amount carried
at any one time shall be suictly Um- rested and thereby lose valuable time
;lad. aid that the metal box itt which to the caurre of justice.
It is hept shall be placed near the All th s took place last August at
once following the celebrated raid ondoor of the store at a place known to
the firemen, so that In the event of the town by enlisted mew from the
tire It can be easily removed. But post. Capt. McDonald and several
with 'fixed ammunition regulations of of his officers, notably Sergeant hie-
this kind are not In force, and • great Auley, made a ecreful inquiry into the
deal haa been left to the discretion of lawlessness of the soldiers and on
the dealers In these supplies. August ix caused the arrest of four-
A current belief has existed that If teen men soldiers by the pos-
• gun store were to take fire it would itive etatement made by Capt. Mi-
te dangerous to enter It. and, indeed. Donald %%ere arrested on what he
it might be dangerous tor anyone to cons;dered and et con-niers t. he
pass in the near vicinity at the time grind evidencc.
y. 
of the fire. The experiments made at
Duluth were for the purpose of deter- 
Capt. NIcibritald is # sworn
mining the conditions under which 
of the lass wose word is good as
• 
in- bond lie us actually belosed by
explosions of ammunition took pleee,ithe people of Texas. lie .s a 'turd)and how these compared with condi-
Wes that determined the exploston of 
Ss_ aitchman. He does not drink and
is 
I" all 
respects
 a man t" th"r-gunpowder. Gunpowder In bulk will!
explode with great forre, and the ex- etighly trusted.
ploding of one keg may tear opeu add The men he arrested tinder the
jacent kegs. and the thuds of fire from I l.aws of the state of Texas for a vies-
the first may he communicated to the cation of these laws were put into the
second with such rapidity that the ex- guard house. There they remained
plosion Is practically simultaneous. m comminficaton until the next clay.
The experiment made at Duluth was when, by some singular and as yet
in a building put up for 'the purpose, unexplained action, the bench war-
in which were placed thousands of 1..lits muter a  hi I they were app:e-
rounds of ammunition of all kinds, hended were soddenly withdraati.
both In paper shells and also metalliel The pees commander then rtscinicd
rifle and pistol cartridges. Altogeth- (barge of the soldiers and in anather
er, in the tWo tests, in o-e of which (lay or en they were all shipped out
the eartrldges were left free, and the the town over the protest* of Capt
other In which they were put In con- McDonald.
Sued space, as in boxes, WOW or more ! The judge who issued the warrant.
cartridges must have been made the !Ind subsequently. withdraw them was
onhleet of the experiment.
It was found. es the result at nut- 
Just cc Stanley Wielch of tile district
court of Bross Isla ilk. This judge wasthis these in buildings specially built 
""ile-1 
. i au iently lolled n mysteriousto be burned down. that an exploding 
eartrivar odpeg in hare aa japtacenfilt ecaleruidgene forte. „tad. matine'r.
The real reason fair his action .in
presumably by Mexicans.
therefore, cannot communicate. ere to withdrawing the warrants will never
the powder charge of Its neighbor la be known.
a Ire each cartridge explodes individ- "I was certain that I had the men
sally, and exploit's when its partio who were iitat of the borders on the
ular primer is boated to the Sashimi night of the raid on the town." said
point, but the flash from one cartridge Capt. McDonald. "As an instance of
cannot set off the adjacent cartridge, the kind of evidence I bad I may
consequently. instead of having sinaue cite the ease of Private Askew, whose
taneous explosions. there Is a eerie, initials are C. W. One of my me'
of explosions, though when thorn are found in the weeds just outside the
large quantities of ammunition burn- incloeure at a point where the men
lag these follow in quick succession. left the pot an army cap containing
like musketry fire. 
.nside the letters C. W. A. %%hen
The danger from flying fragments of :intim' the name of the trooper has-
exploding cartridges is found not tobe a serious matter. as 
the
 
cartmige tug these initials I asked him to let
me see hie cap It wa a new one
shell, when unsupported by the 
sus s 
chamber, bursts at the first indication
et pressure and thus allows the gases
se escape at a relatively low pressure.
The escaping gas expends its energy
In tearing open the shell rather thaw
in throwing the bullet forward, and
so there is nothing to confine the es.
caving gas. It has little propulsive
force. Often the heads of the cart-
ridges are torn cff and thrown Wins
It'tle distanco. OW the bullets laardly
ever fly; that is, the heavier yarn rif
the cartridge remain behind and only
the lighter parts are thrown off, and
this with no great force or velocity.
In a ere firemen ran keep well beyond
the range of the thrown fragments and
still be within easy working distance
0,2 d as close to the fire as the heat will
permit.
In the Duluth tests It was found that
fragments of cartridges were thrown
from 20 to 30 feet, but with so tsw a
velocity that those who were hit sot-
fe-ed no discomfiture. The cartridges
b•-rned contained more than 404e
peunds of black and smokeless pow-
der. a sufficient quantity, if kept. In
bulk, to have made a very serious en- 1
plosion; but when thus divided it was
found that little, if any, damage we uld
be caused by it.
and
same
in
2s
it. Were
those
'nitials v.:actk the
in the old cap.'
lit
4! —
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Sanitarium and Sanatorium.
Thchse two terms are frequently con-
flated. "Sanitarium" is from sanitas,
meaning health, and is correctly applied
to a healthful place, a resort for con
valeseents. Sanatorium, from senate, to
heal, is correctly applied to institutions
4-signed for the special treatatert of
see( persons, as, for instance, Diem*
where consumptives are treated.—
idyerson's American Family Magazine. !
Plain Talk.
Housewife—And you left your lect
place because of a ,Aucrrel with yowl
to'stress?
Applicant—Not a quarrel. mum.
"How was it, then?"
'Well, mum, she was aftber
WHY WERE RIOTERS RELEAS- Branch Office in Paducah a TheED IN HURRY AT
BROWNSVILE?
Fourteen Soldiers Locked Up
Guard House, But Go Free—
Sensation Sprung.
in
St. Loins, Jan. to.—A staff corre-
spondent of the St. Louis Repubh:
wires the following irom Austin.
Tex.:
Where are the men whom Capt.
"Bill" McDonald of the famous Tex-
as rangers arrested on what he con-
sidered to be good evidence that they
participated in the celebrated Browns-
ville raid? Why were they released
then and • there without a hearing?
Capt. MIcDonald this evening told
the story of how he looked up evi-
dence against the Brown-silk sol-
diers while the trail was yet fresh,
how he arrested thirteen suspected
men just ten days after the crime
had been committed, how he was
compelled for some reason not yet
S DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Truehart Building
TEL. etz R
THE NEW ASO MAME° EDITION OF
WEBSTER'S INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY
Limb In Vocabulary. It lathe mast use-
tui in sin c and contents, pent:Winn oe-
leeted I., exclude corruptions or gime
wa(e. and to a‘uut lininteingthie•teeh-
Meant ie..
Zseels in Arrangement. Each word Ic
ORR R Plaraltralth If. It* t Cm-it•Iphabct-
feat plat-rand is molly ealtsrht by the eye.
lsosis in Itymologies. Thelma are com-
plete ard I:dentine, anti embody the law
reeteltiorphiloingt. The) wenotaerimped
o: crowded into ohms:tire 1,Ineell.
Iseels in Pronunciation which it heti-
k-atest by n.tvelitng.0 ith the diaerit Wall)
marked letters used in the arlawillowks,
the ooiands of which tire taught ta the
ptieue netts ,01.4.
Itzeilits in Definitions. They are clear,
terse, yet „riu3pletc, Hod nrc Kirea ;11 the
order in wnich the word hex acquired its
shades of meaning. many of the defini-
tions are Illustrated.
Esests In iti Appendix wit ich iii psi-kid
WOrCh011IR of useful knowledge.
irceia IA a Working, Dictionary. No
ottier book embus:Ifs-4s es much useful it-
formation, or is so indispensable in the
home, study, school,. or °nice.
The International has 2380 quar-
to pages with 5000 illustrations.
25,000 new words have recently
been added and the Gazetteer of
the World, and Biographical Dic-
tionary have been completely re-
vised undhr the supervision of W.
T. Harris. Ph.D., LLD., U. S.
Commissioner of Education.
gritigg- "A Test in Protauttosatioa."
atm:dive and enterliti ii i tt
tor the 'whole fatuity. Also
iliostrattett pamphlet.
G.& C.MERRIAM CO.,
PtIflt.181481is,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS-
,.Ame
' •
Mind; 6,
Good plavbing means
good health and this com-
bined with modern sanitary
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of your house. VItandamil• Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room im-
provements, let us show you sampies of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no
matter how small or how large), our job,
E. D. HANNAN.
Phones sot 232 St. 4122.
r •`.
"•10.1.....r`
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FREE
•
From Isaac Shelby te J. C. W. Beckham
moms., ALL or—
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citisena of Pollwalh.have placed copies ef the directories of the cities named below ht the memtug Register office at 523 Broadway, where the public is looked to canwhen desiring the address of any resident of the cities maned.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANT 
ONE
-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THX
STATE&
List cot Directories on File
ILANITOU, COLO.
MEMPHIS, TWIN.
MILWAtnum Wit
MINNEAPOLIS. MUHL
NASHVILLE. TENN.
NAUGATUCK, COMM
NEWAJUI, N. J.
NEW ALBANY, non.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
NEW ORLEANS LA,
NMMOIRT, EY. 1.111111NEW YORK CITY.
NORwraf. CONE.
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PHILADELPHIA. PA.
RICHMOND. IND.
RICHMOND, VA.
SALT LAZE C/TY, MAX.
SAN FRANCISCQ, CAL,
ST. PAUL, KINK
ST. LOUIS,, MO.
SOUTHPORT. CONK
% SPRINGFIELD. 0.
STRATFORD, CONN.
SUPERIOR MY, MINX
TOLEDO, 0.
UTICA. N. T.
WATERBURY. CONK
YONKERS, N. Y.
D !RECTORY FOR
SALE:
•••111r..
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
ALLEINIENT CITY, PA.
ATLANTA, GA.
BALTIMORE, MD.
BOSTON, MASS.
BRIDGEPORT, CO NW.
BRONX. N. V.
BEIDOKLYN, N. Y.
BUFFALO, K. Y.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
C/NCISTNATI.
oFIICA00, ILL.
CLEVELAND. O.
COLUMBUS, 0.
COLORADO CITY. COLO.
COLORADO SPIKING*. COLO.
COVINGTON, KY.
DAYTON. 0.
DENVER. COLO.
DETROIT. MICH.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
k•DULUTH. MINN.
FAIRFIELD, CONN.
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
JEFTERSONVILLX. DID.
KANSAS CITY. /CAS.
KNOXVILLE. TENN.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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MANHATTAN. N. Y.
MANCHESTER. VA,
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PRICE $4.00
Apr
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The Rimming Post has for several year. -idea eased to secure **eves of all neut./byCloweroors and has at last succeeded in sec Jnog them through the •mints ace of the Ken-tucky State Historical Society. gp
In order to place these picturea in a permanent form, they have been arranged In agroup in an up-twidats Atlas showing. Rentrickv with the latest census, pictures ofsit-the presidents of the United States. Rulers and Flags of all nations, steamship routes,statistical data, history of the Ittisiso-hipan War, also late maps of the Ousted susiteu. Pas-sim. Canal. Rastera and Western Hemisphere. reports of the last three national censusand mach other historical information.
This mitgoo sod volsollott MIN kg PitE8 to AU.. EVENING POST suescareetR.S.U see SIM a aulliscrIbse wad $yos for • fell year's subscription by mail ,n" $2.00 for Asmonth's subscription. Understand that these rates are by mail only and that the sub-scription price by carrier or agent is to cents per week.
The Evening Poet publishes sis or more edition• cis ily awe, the latest edition is sent toeach reader accorellirg to the time that it will reach them 
•The Ripening Past is first in everything and has the muse Stale news sod bestmarket reports.
For all the people sod aglenst the grafter. /
Independent always.
Sot the Rome.
The First Bees Their Meters* Hoe Ever
Sees Peallelsed.
\ • "Mit EOM*" We. LOILItSVKLE. WY.'
MAW-WM
“NIUBLACK"
Loaded Black Powder Shells
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.
They Always Oct The Game
Sal• Evarywhienh.,,
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J. K. HENDRICK,
J. G. MILLER
—
WM.MARBLP
Hendrick, Miller
(lb Marble
LAWYERS.
‘ Practice in all the courts of th
•V State. Both phones 3t.
Rooms I. 3, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing. 523 i-3 Broadway.
Paducah Steams
Dye Works
•
have enlarged our business Lind
prepared to turn out more MA
ter grade work. Cleaming, DS%
Repairimg.
K. C. Rose, Prop.
309 loath Third St.Il 
- I. NA111116 SEARS, 1.1,
liii 1711/ Ism U.
Timken M.
•Vt
 .a•
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attioney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Building.
p; I-3 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New 1,060 49.; Old 14117 R
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting d Titles
Insurance. Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
it T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 4t9 BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Residence. 296; Office, 355.
Excursion Rates on
The Rivet
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage. Sa.ao;
lin/jostled Ticket Ssoo, meals and
berth included.
5.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, $z.so each, without
meals; Ss oo with meals.
Good music on all the boats.. For
farther particulars see
ft. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pau. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pus.
Agent. Phone 33.
j. C. Flournoy Cecil Read
FLOUR/40Y & REED
LAWYERS.
Rooms to. it and :a, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
CALBEN W. BARKLEY!
Attorney at Law.
Room No. s, Paducah
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky
Old Phone z992.
OLIVER. OLIVER & McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.
Room 114, Fraternity Building.
ew Phone ire Old Phone 4114A
 0•=11.1=•=1.1;1•111011M-' q111.!!.
R: T. LIGHTFOOT
•
• Lawyer.
Will Practice in all Courts of Ken
tucky.
DR. W. C. EiBANKS
(Homeopathist)
Office 3o6 Broadway—Phone 120
Residence 8io Broadway.
11/1111kIL Phone
 7 49.
LIFE IN THE NAVY
IS MISUNDERSTOOD
EXCEPTIONAL ADVANTAGES,
ESPECIALLY FOR ONE IN-
TERESTED IN ELEC-
TRICITY.
Lieu George W. Steele. Jr., of the
United States navy, wo is in charge
of the navy recrUting stations at Lou-
isville, Cincinnati and Indianapoli•,
has prepared an interesting article fur
the Louisville Post, giv ug inside in-
formation concerning life in the navy,
which should make clear many points
not now familiar to the public gen-
erally.
Lieut. Steele says, in part:
To the young man who has a good
common school education, yet who
buds profitable employment, with cer-
tain advancement ahead of bin diffi-
cult to obtain, on account of his lack-
ing a technical education, the navy
titers some good opportunities.
I.et us take a supposed case and
follow the young man through his
career. He has finished school, say,
at eighteen years of age, and is look-
ing for a "job." His inclination :tt to-
ward elcctr city, and he is given work
with borne plant. but he soon learns
that, after all, he is not learning much
about electricity.
He has often seen the posters
showing the picture of a young lad
standing on a pier, with the huge bat-
tleship at anchor in the background,
and the announcement, "Young men
wanted for the navy," but it has never
appealed to him—because he wants
to he an electrician. It bas never
occurred, to him that the battleship
which that p cture represents contains
an electric plant, which for complete-
nest and modernity cannot be sur-
passed and seldom equaied in any city
in the country. Here are dynamos.
motors and batteries. wiring and wire-
less—all of the latest patterns--as-
ienibled, as one might say, under one
root. He is enlisted as a "laudsosan
for electrician,- and goes to the
school for electrscians at the New
York navy yard. There he is (m-
allard by the governmeist with fi45
worth of clothing and enters upon the
school for a six-months' course. His
pay from the day of enlistment is
$i6 per month until he finishes his
course at the school; then he is pro-
moted to electrician I third class), and
receive• pay at Leo per month. In
addition to this pc receites good food,
medical attention and med eine. Vslien
lie is sick his pay goes on pot the
same.
lie is now electrician (third class).
assigned to a ship vs here he has under
his eye a complete modern electric
plant, and he kat a hand in its care
and operation Ag learns by actual
experience, and increase. his knowl-
edge of the theory of electr city by
studying books !else!' from the .hip's
library.
For two years lulu he is electrician
(third class.) He has been industri-
ous, and the officer in charge of the
electric plant. the navigator, has no-
ticed this, and be is ppointed electr'-
cian (second blase). He 's now re-
ce‘ving teo per month, with his in-
crease of $8 per month for serving as
gun pointer, and his only expense is
for cicobing and tobacco.
For one year he has this potion
and then he is promoted to "electri-
cian. first class." and his pay is to
951 month. In this month his en-
lictment expires, and he receives an
honorable discharge, the pay he has
saved, and four cents a mile for ev-
ery mile he has to travel home. At
the end of four months he re-enlists
for four years, and immediately upon
being taken up on the paymaster':
books receives a present of four
months' pay•it his last rate. making
$200. He is again an electrician. first
class, and in addit on to his $5o per
month he receives an increase of $3
per month,for continuous service. He
serves for a year OT n as "first Class"
and is then appointed "chief electri-
cian" and receives pay at $6o per
month for one year. when he passes
an examination for a "permanent ap-
pointment." before a board of three
officers. chosen from chips other than
his own, and then receives $7o per
month. And til t continnel until he
is dis:harged again at the end of his
second four years.-- At the age of
26 ,or 27 he begins his third term of
enlistment.
Counting his pay and increase he
will he receiving at the end of thirty
years about Ito) per month: and he
may retire, at the age of 48. on a pen-
s'on of $75 per month.
I-et us now suppose our young man
to be above the ordinary in brain and
industry and follow him up. He is,
to begin where the ways parted. 27
years old, a chief petty -officer, and
still is not satisfied to remain sta-
tionary. He applies himself to It's
work, he studies, and then he takes!
the examinat on for warrant officer.
for gunner, and passes,
He receives a warrant Hai is he-I
tween a petty officer's appointment
and an officer's 'c'ommistion, and re-
ceives a salary of $r20o a year, with
the prospect of an increase for enih
five years' service.
Rut before his five year, are up.
he take's the exinination for a com-
mission as ensign, and aiza'n he is
succeisfitl. He now finds himself at
the foot of a ladder which extends
all, the way up to the grade of rear
admiral, he lives in the "wardroom."
and has the same privileges and per-
quisites as any- other officer of hi,:
Woman Champion Will Never
Couch Cards Again
MRS. A. B. SIMS, WHO TRIMMED
ALL COMERS, SAYS SHE
SEES THE EVIL OF CARD.
PLAYING AND WILL QUIT.
Des Moines, Ia., Jan. 10.—Mrs. A.
B. Sims, prominent hi Des Moines
society and holder of the national
whist championship, created a sensa-
tion in Des Monet by denouncing
whist playing, and declaring that she
never again would touch cards.
The announcement was made be-
fore 1200 ptrsons, and Mrs. Sims.
concluded her attack on card-plasiug
with a denunciation I pf dancing and
similar forms of social amusement.
Mrs. Sims won the national cham-
pionship lov'ng cup at the whist our-
nament in St. Louis a year ago. Her
friends had been given no indication
of her change of opinion on card-
playing, and so sudden and unex-
pected was her attack that scores of
her friends called at her house, re-
fusing to believe the reports of the
incident.
The serv.ces at the Char& of
Christ were conducted by Evangelist
W. J. Wright, assisted by the Rev.
Dr. hfedbury, pastor of the church.
He has conducted a series of meet-
ings in Des Moines during the last
week.
It WA. at the close of the evan-
gelist's address, at which he urged
the evil of card-playing and dancing
that WS. Sims Made her Unexpected
renunciation Of the two. lie had
scarcely finished speaking when she
rose. S
"I W Sh to state publicly," she said%
that I will never touch cards again.
My conclusion has been reached de-
liberately, and I have come to see
the evil of card-playing, especially
in social circles, partly as the result
of what 31r. Wright has shown sue
rank and grade
And, let's see: he is not yet 35
years old. It is not necessary to be
a mental prodigy to do what this
young man did: but it did !etiiiir•ri :hat
he had been brought up right, that
he retained his good habits, did well
at school, anti Was not afraid oi work.
Twelve promotions like this, from
warrant officer to commissioned of-
ficer, are allowed by law every year,
so it is seen that Acre is no blank
wall for the fellow who enlists to
find ahead of him.
There are other advantages of a ca-
reer in Ole navy, which :t would pay
yotuig men to investigate. Pleasant
associations are formed which last a
lifetime. A man is always among
hie frien4a--hi1 new 11111111., who
soon become intimate by serting side
by side His :cis' cc is varied by l's
very conditions. an that he sees the
whole world, and all sorts and con-
ditions of men. Ask the young man
who ,has conic home from the navy
about the countriee he hag seen; he
will probably not be found talkative,
but if he woukl, he could spin you
s yarn about many strange happen-
ings in far-off lands.
A Michigan Degout.
During one of the big .now storms
that visited Niwthern Michigan the
past winter, drifts were piled high
along the streets of one of the well
known and popular resort cities. In
a deep drift which had formed it•elf
across a vacant lot some school chil-
dren with the aid of their parents
constructed a cnriosity in the shape
of a dugout or snow hut. Through a
small open lig in the side of the drift
which they had made for a doorway.
they shovefrd ion the snow till a
small circular room waft formed, hav-
ing an arched roof overhead support-
ed by two pillars in the center. Then
with the hard frozen, ground for a
floor, a length of stove pipe in the
roof doing duty as a chimney, and a
blanket !fling over the opening for a
door. the playhouse was complete on
the inside, while a little shoveling, a
liberal sprinkling of water and a
night's frost completed the whole
thing.
The roof being solid and smooth
and icy. fOrmed a very good tobog-
gi slide, whicii Says rid
of the neighborhood were not slow in
nsing to the hest advantage. All
through the coldest weather the play-
house remained firm and secure. The
smoke at times currng up through a
hole in the roof, attracted more or
less attention from those passing on
the street, whife a few, more curious
than the rest, would take the trou-
ble to investigale for themselves.,.
There were evenings too when riot
only the .school children but sonic of
the older ones as well would all
meet at the snow house, then while
the boys sang and shouted and en-
joyed themselves to their hearts' con-
tent, coasting on the big drift, the
girls, with Chinese lanterns, would
light tip the ,:nterior, transforming it
into a fairy castle of glittering gems!
But the days of zero weather sioon
passed. The winter was fast wear-
ing itself away, when one warm night
late in the month of March the foun-
dations of this '"curiosity shop" gave
way and the whole thing collapsed.
leaving nothing to mark the place
where it stood save a big hole ii the
drift.
Forzedpiety is hypocrisy. '111L,
and partly as the result of iny
observations. I can see nothing but
harm coming from it, will from now
on I shall not touch playing cards
again. I care nothing for the honors
I have won at the game and will
sbandop them without regret.
"As to dancing, there is even more
harm connected with it than in cards,
and I shall do all in my power to
discourage it as a form of social
amusement."
The National Whist association
tournament, in which Ma-s. Sims car-
ried off the honors at St. Louis, an-
nuatly decides the Amer'can whist
championship. MTS. Sims nqt only
carried off the championship in the
singles at the St. Louis gathering,
but with her partner, Mrs. Henry A.
Crawford% won the doubles as well,
and is the present holder of the tro-
phy loving cup, valued at $100.
At the Cleveland (0.) tournament,
held two years ago, Mrs. Sims won
the first prize for woman. She has
beets known in Des Moines whist
c rcles for the last Inc years, and
has been a leader in the promotion
of the game in local society.
At her home last evening she re-
fused to give any reason for her
abandonment of the game, other than
to say that she had decided that she
could not sonscientiously contanue
to play.
"I do not say that whist-playing al-
ways is bad," the said, "and I know
that it is often an innocent diversion,
but :n general it appears to me that
more evil than good comes from it.
Aside from the tax on' the time and
energy of its devotees, the excitement
is unwholesome. The gambling in-
cident to bridge whist is disgrace-
ful, and every Warflati ought to take
a stead against it There is need
oi a strong reaction againia many of
the soc al excesses of the day. and I
am ready to do what I can in taking
the lead against them "
MOBILIZATION
OWII
STA GUARDS
New Regulations Expected to Re-
move Existing Difficulties,
It's'ashington. D. C., Jan to.—That
the new regulations for the mobili-
zation of the National Guard, just
perfected by Assistant Secretary of
War Oliver will result in mak ng im-
possible any repetition of the diffi-
culties of reorganization of the militia
force') in the face of war. experien,:ed
in the early days of 1898. i. expected
by the war department. These regu-
lations provde for the minimum
strength of the organizations of the
militia in time of peace and equip-
ment by the state authorstie• so that
this force wilt be instantly as ridable
in time of need In the first place
it is cons tiered that the state author-
ities will take advantage of the gen-
erous appropriations made by the na-
tional government annually for the
support of the National Guard to keep
all their organizations at certain fixed
minimum strength. These men are
to be ce,ntpletely equipped and drilled
And in addifon the state must pro-
vide ample equipment for the militia-
men who may be called into service
under the terms of the law.
The experience of the Spanish war
recruitment demonstrated that it -was
an impossible task for the national
government to equip recruit: in twos
and threes and half dozens in little
country hamlets and feed and con-
vey them to central recruiting de-
pots. Therefore the regulations pro-
vide that the ta•k shall be assumed
by the state authorities.
WHISTLES INDER KNIFE.
Man Thanks Surgeon and Wants
"Rest of Pow Fixed Up."
ONNINImr
Philadelphia. Jan. io.—"You won't
give me anything. Go ahead and cot
it off'. I won't squeal." saia Law-
rence J. Peters. 30 years old, of 1227
North Twenty-sixth street. east side.
Camden. to Dr. Charles Ley. resident
physrcian at the Homeopathic hospi-
tal. when the doctor said he could
save the balance of the hand if the
thumb was cut off, adtei,ing the pa-
tient to get ready to be etherized.
Petsrs wouldn't take ether and the
doctor went on with the operation.
Peters did not take his eyes off the
physician and did not flinch, whist-
ling the chortot of "I've Got a Feelin'
in Nfy Heart for You," until the doc-
tot' unshed. Then Peters turned to
the surgeon and said: -Much obliged.
Now, doe, fix up the rest of the Ow."
Peters was sawing a log at Ha-
gan's ,shipyard when he lost his bal-
nce and the teeth of the circular saw
tippled his right hand. He coolly
put a handkerchief around his wrist,
knotted it with the aid cu his teeth,
inserted a stick beneath the bandage
and tw'rtted the linen until the Mow
of blood was stoppc.I. Th,in hz wall:-
ed to the shipyard office and calmly
'waited -the arrival of the patroi wag-
on that carried him- to the hospital:
Virtue is practically valuele-,s un-
less it is chronic.
A Korean who was aimidnted tax
collector by the, late minister of Vi
Kuentak has determined out of grati-
tude far !his great favor to repair the
irfnister's symmier house at consid-
erable expense.—Korea Daily News.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED M 1Y 30. 1906.
SOUTH BOUND No., tot
Leave Cincinnati- . 8:ao a.m.
Leave Louisvilla 
 mot p.m.
Leave Owensboro .. 
Laave Horse Branch . a:a8 p.m.
Leave Central City 
. 3:30 Pm-
Lea ve Nortonville, 
 4:08 p.m.
beave Evansville 
 12:50 p.m.
Leave Nashville 
Leave Hopkinsvi:le 
Leave Pr...aiton 
 4:55 p.m.
Arrive Paducah 
. 6:to p.m.
Leave Paducah 
 6:15 p.m.
Alhrive Fulton 
 7:20 p.m.
Arrive Glbs. Tula. 
 806 p.m.
Arrive Rives 
 
. 8:ts p.m.
Arrive Jackson 
Arrive Memphis 
Arrive New Orleans 
-I:to p.m.
10-35 a.m
NORTH BOUND
Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 
Leave Jackson, Tem. 
Leave Rives 
Leave Fulton 
 10:15 a.m.
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Princeton 
 la: 39 p.m.
Arrive Hopkinsv:Ile 
 6:15 p.m.
Arrive Nashville .. 
 9:25 p.m.
Arrive Evansville 
 3:45 p.m. 
ArriveNortonville 
 z:a8 p.m.
Arrive Central City 
 2:05
Arrive Horse Branch 
 3:06 p.m.
Arrive Owensboro 
 14:55 P.m.
Arrive Lbuisville 
. 535 9-111.
Arrive Cincinnati 
- 9:15 P.m-
N. 102
7:12 p.m.
0:43 a.m.
8:o7 a.m.
No. 103
6:oo p.m.
9-40 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
'2:08 am.
,t :03 a.m.
:40 a.m.
93742 40 042357
N88:6570: apio3°45.10;1 1paal mmt :ain
9:15 rem.
8:so p.m.
10:10 p.m.
11:58 p.m.
12-35 A.M.
143 a.m.
13:411:03Lacia..m
5"20 a.m.
8:to A.M.
9:43 a.m.
3: eaLans.
4:30 am.
 
8:so a.m.
137:ool° noalzi,ola 
No. sal.
•
 •• •••1
7:30 am,
9:oo LEM.
11:05 11.111.
12:30
1:28
8:30
8:05
11 :20
2:35
43
4:20
0:00
p.m.
a.m.
a. in,
a.m.
p.m,.
p.m.
p m
 S.
Me. 121
boo Link
740 alst-
7:50 Lis
9:39 a.to..
1635 &mt.
11 30 L.
p.m
'CM p.m
4:33 PAL
rr. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 3o6 No. 374
Leave Paducah • 
 
law p.m. 4:20 p.m.
Arrive Carbondale 
 425 P-10. S:40 p.m.
Arrive Chicago „.. 6:3a am. 6:30 am.
Arrive St. Lpais 
 8:30 ism s:so am.
Skt gps Ike. gys 
IXat lam gasa p.m
Leave Chicago . -wwis ftia Um sm.
Leave C.aboodale 
 ii :ao am. 7:05 a.m.
Arrive Paducah 
 3:35 p.m. 11:00 1.1S1,
SOUTH ROUND
Leave St Leis 
... il:ao am.
it :a5 am.
e•
CAIRO-NAINVILLE LINE,
NORT BOUND toi-llot t3S-833
Leave Nashville 8:to am.
Leave Hopkinevi 11:2o a.m. :le 
. 
Arrive Chicago • 
 
6:3o a.m. 
161:401  &soca;
Leave Princeton 
krarivt paeve P ducah 
Leave
Arrive Cero .. 7:43 p.m.
kirr've St. Louis 
 7720 am, 4:30 Pm.
9:30 go m.
11..••••
2:35 p.m. 7:45 a.m.
4:15 m. 9:25 11.111.
pm, 9'30 a.m.
a
SOU7I1 BOUND 1 as-Bas 136-836
Leave Chicago 
 6:ao p.m. p:ro a.m.
Leave St.Lisais 
 940 9.131. 1:50 p.m.
Leave Cairo 
 600 am.I 5:15 Dm.
Arrive Padocab 
 7:45 cm- 7:40 p.m.
Leave Paducah 
 7:30 a.m. 3:ro p.m
Arrive Princeton 
 
9:•9 am. 4:45 film
Arrive Hopkinsville 6:to p.m
Arrive Nashville 
 9:25 PAL
Trains marked ell run daffy except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains 103 and toa carry through sleeper. between Ciacionstf.
Memphis and New Orleans; trains 101 and 102 sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Sot and ffn sleepers betwees
Paducah and St. Louis. Train Sot connects at East Cairo with Chicago
sleeper. For further isformatioe, address,
J. T DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Padecalt, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW. D. P. A.. Letisvine,
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Teem
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Micas% OIL _
W. H. BRILL. D. PL A.. Bt. LS III lib
lb
EDGAR kW." WHITTEMORE
REAL ESPATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL, EST do T'A. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM is BASS
IliatiTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. IVSSTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
ir.DO w. warrnEmon.c. Piukawou
44M•A •Pgaa4Ails+mi-ItiMa-S 4
j E. COULSON,
...PLUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 2/10 N. Third
11 ~1041244,411~1411411~1~411611V4W4r411~INONINIM~11141.1
Advertise in the Register and get results
•••
•
odaddishisata.iatti
•••1•1110/4/40,•1801114.11
•••.• Vhfillva
;as C.
c
a...-.'aer •
$2.50, $3.00 and $3.50 Razors for 87 Cents
Sample Razor Sale Going On
AT
McPherson's Drug Store
87C 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c oc 87c 87c 87C 37c 37c 87c 87C 87c 87L-
og•• :it
v
- 87c flac 87c 87c 87c 37c 87c 87c 87e 87c 
37c sn 87c b7c 87c 87c 87c 87c an 17C
Our window is loaded with Salesmen's Samples Razors, 
arran ging in price from Siao to $3.50.
!Wear choice .. 
. . ........... 87(.
Rasors are imported from Germany and Sheffield, England.
i!Ellt RAZOR GUARANTEED AND MAY BE 
EXCHANGED IF NOT SATISFACTORY
jitsiStock of Shaving Supplies at the Best Prices
1,200 Sample Razor Strops, Worth $1.50 and $2.50. A COMPLETE
SAMPLE LINE, CHOICE 87 CENTS
Free Coupon
Razors sharpened free. Br ing in yout
old Razor and our expert will sharpen it free.
NO FIRE DEPARTMENT FOR STREET SIGNS
THE WEST END THIS YEAR UP TOMORROW
'ON ACCOUNT OF THE WATER 
WORKS MAINS NOT BEING EX-.
TENDED BEYOND FOUNTA IN AVENUE. 
CHIEF WOODS
DOES NOT RECOMMEND THAT A 
BRANCH STATION
HOUSE BE PUT OUT THAT WAY THIS 
YEAR—STRONGLY
ADVOCATES SELLING THE CENTRAL STATION 
PROPERTY
Dal NORTH FOURTH AND ERECTING A 
NEW STRUCTURE
laY CITY HALL NOW OCCUPIED BY 
BRICK RESIDENCE.
• .
Chief Woods of the fire department
. .
Aid not recommend in hi, annual re
iititelliitibtaskfiiat a branch 'ta-
li: ,Ta 
.intlfresbe placed out in the rest-
47.16trict .about Thirteenth and
jefferiton:Aterets, or anywhere in
;hat vicinity. as the water main. do
.so a., •strittestend out any .farther than 
Fowl-
a•tasuaraaatirei - The- chief last eveuing,
‘ajdritaatairian-bOuse was needed for
that section of 'Paducah, hut that it
svouldsnot be of any vast benefit until
tlie water. mains were extended be-
yond the avenue and intersecting
a • 
thoroughfares There are hundreds
. 
'Si
 
fine houses beyond the avenue that
.aer in need or fire protection, and if
thc water mains extensions can be
effected the chief will strongly urge
.. station house for that neighborhood.
Fire Commissioner John K. Bona'
14 of the opinion the city should sell
she central fire department building
.en North Fourth street and erecaone
-achere now . steads the double tene-
arent brick dwelling next to the city
aall on Kentucky avenue near Fourth
-* VIM' v not a kt that recommenda-
,on in his board', annual eeport this
car.abecause, he saya. they have tint,
he money to spare right now, antes%
•lie nutnicipality wants to go in debt.
T'ar city owns the double tenement
anelling. one-half of which is used
by City Jailer Thomas r Evitts as les
sesedence in order to be clew to the
ellallockup while the other half, down
5' •
RIVER NEWS
River Stages.
Cairo.. 42.7, rising. --.`
' ,lChattanooga. 6.9, falling.
isi Evansville. yas, falling.
sesseas-asaallr Florence, 66, falling. ,
Johnsonville, 15.8, falling.
-• Lemisvillei t.8, rising.
Mt. Cannel, 22.o. rising.
Nashville, t7.4. falling.
. 
....1......-..Zattabura, 47.6,- rising.
isarasaiononeasuaikaUlatisualiareaatalling.
"Mt.:. Vernon. 39o. falling.
l'adfcalit to,,,falling.
Itur' sidle; ; 'feting': • „
L: ar am" !bar .falling, '
Par erIging. 23.9. standing.
The Peters Lee passed up yester-
day en ratite from Memphis to Cin-
;
T •G4p,riz-i a. I,ec Agnes down tomor-
aloe- Memphis from Cincin-
nati.
- -The' Geottia tee
rreow bqiind for
Cinci
goes down to-
Mempha front
Columbia university was chartered
, as King's college in use Thc name
was changed to Columbia 'college in 'Human eaolhtion
1784 and Columbia university in AA- 
-vine .r.c.yelation.
stirs, is used as the °thee for Street
Inspector Elliott. and upstairs by City
Engineer L. A. Washington. In the
rear are the huge stables occupied
by the horses. wagons. machines and
other (Alit used in the street clean-
and_building department. The
beard of works recommends that this
year the street department stables be
moved from behind the city hall to
either Lac old city hospital property
.South Fifth at Husbands or to
the vacant plot of ground the city
oans at the extreme end of North
Sixth street ,
With these stables out of the way
(Thief Woods states the present patrol
s.agon house can be converted into a
fine office for the city engineer and
street inspector, a new. fire depart-
noon house put up ,A he It the resi-
dence now stands, and the patrol
hagon and harses cated for in the
rear of the new fire house.
The Chief says that they have a
standing offer of $7.000 fur the North
Fourth street department house now,
while about Sto.000 could he •set
aside this. year by the legislative
liaards. and then about an $8,000 debt
be tarried aver, all combined being
scfficient to put up a fine $asatuo sta-
tion house beside the city hall. He
is A strong advocate of moving cen-
oail station out of the retail business
esstrict on North Fourth and getting
it around in Kentucky avenue, which
is OW of the way from business.
IS FACE TO FACE
WITH FUEL FAMINE
San Frascisco Nearly Out of Fuel.
but Southern Pacific Has 200.000
Tons Hidden Away.
San Francisco. Jan. to.—Vnless the
coal situation is relieved. San Fran-
cisco %ill suffer seriously by next
%seek. There is at present in the
bunkers and in the hands of the retail
dealers 1:ttle more than seven days'
supply pj fuel. After that the prob-
lem. will iie• come deciddy seriotat.
Thare-allfti no colliers on the way to
that tiara, and a genuine coal famine
hreatensai the -city.
Tale Away of fuel is being felt in
all the cities across the tbay. Prices
of fuel are even higher in these places
than ,on this\ side. There is talk 'ad
a movement to ask ts receive supply
of coal at .a reasonable figure to re-
lieve the situation.
The lailroad company has stored
away sernewhere around 200.000 ton.,
Manley Taaddles—Pa,"What Is the
meaning of "financially embarrass-
-tar *IN Twaddles—"Finaneiatly
etAbarrassed.- my son, is a long ex7
prassion fair a VS11 no. COlufit
Cleveland Leailer,
I. Alv5/1*. 4.0•10&11••Wifor mire. .1•11-4itaIlt, •••••-i •
may be but di-
the
GENUINE
litADEWATER
JUDGE CROSS HEARS THE
WARRANTS IN THE
POLICE COURT.
Lawyers Lined up on Both Sides to
Present the Cases to the
Judge for Decision.
In the police court tomorrow morn-
aig there comes up the warrants taken
out against' merchants who have re-
fused to take down signs banging in
front of their basioess. hawses denim ia
the retail distort ot the otty:--Tiert
ere SIX of t INC ItC Wartaal,11 OM one
each against B. Wrille & Son. Lang
Brother!.. Ike Cohen. Charles NI.
I.eake & ói.. J. A. Konetzka and W.
If. Whitehead.
The merchant., have employed their
attorneys and will fight the case. con-
tending the public authorities have
no right to make them take down
the %arms. as eve7yone was ordered
to do by the board of public works.
which has control of the public side-
wiaits over. a hidi these private. signs
project.
The warrants were taken out sev-
eral days ago, but as a strong fight
is to be made. Judge Cross the first
of this week sat the case, over until
totnorow in order to give both sides
ample time to prepare for their de-
fense. Judge Lightfoot has been em-
ployedby the merchants to look after
their side of the litigation. while
City Solicitor James Campbell. Jr..
will lead for the municipality. with
as;istance of the city attorney.
EVERGREEN CIRCLE
"Desberger told 174 he would sell me a $15.00
suit for $10, and he did."
Mr. A. Smith was heard making the above re-
mark and the man who heard it came in and asked
us if it was true, and we sold him a $15.00 one
for $10.00.
We tell you this with the hope you too will cio
likewise. etea4,%.1,4
• re
OMNI.
dl
*stiitoS
/in d
Oyvrcoats VJIU
YOUR MONEY IACK IF YOU WANT IT" ;
Guarantee
Every
Suit.
••••••—•-•-•-•=411:11Lialle—
WPWINYOUCiler• A PIO LEADER SuoNoie
Your friend.. It sot..
For 1,our Clotho.:
G IRNw 3 2 3 B Fl 01131);LA; l' 17;130 tl keg I Etiti :'ADER
++++ + ++ + + + + + w + 4
POPULAR WANTS.
Om*
C.,Ara tt et
Lvery
Overcoat
DOG Off HAND VENERABLE LADY
*********••• DURING FUNERAL CALLED HOMEf•'OR RENT—Twin office r , wm.,.130 S. Fourth. over Sheriff's office.
Apply A. S. Thompson.
 I 114CF. SANK 413 FANGS INTO
LOST—Silvee-handteal umbrella. THUMB nF MRS J
Dec. 27. at the Standard Club rooms, W. MAGNCLIL
with initials I.. G. H. Finder tett= I
'PO this ofree.: • • ...
roriFOR RENT-New brick house'
2311 Jefferson-6 desirable rooms bad
very desirable place. by month or
year. Apply J. B
WHITTEMORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY Fraternity building.
FOR RENT—Elegant flats, See
enth and Broad-way. Apply to B.
Scott.
WANTE9 FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied* unmarried men between
ages of at and 35; citizens of United
Stales, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematire and
audit books by the day, week or the
job. Terms reasonable.
JO.HN D SMITH, JR., ttll Fra
ternity building.
New Officers Installed and Mrs. Bed- .
e tiring which time Mr'. Sally Bol-den Preesested Nic0 Fob.
den was presented a handsome watch
fob,Evergreen Circles Woodmen of
Wort& have installed their new offi-
cers:of:
A. 1.. Iscman—W, G.
Samathay Clack—Adviser.
Anna Calloway—Clerk.
Rosa Kettler—Musician.
Addie Brahic—Banker.
Tillie Greenhoust—Attendant.
Mary Murray—Assistant Attendant
Mattie Tiffin—lnner Sentinel.
Mrs. W. Weibel—Outer Sentinel.
Afterwards a feast was enjoyed.
ASSIGNEE'S SAW!
Under orders of the McCracken
curt, I will. on and after fhia day.
offer for sale .1n any quantity to 'suit
purchaser the entire stock 'and fix-
tures of the Hawkins' restaurant and
cafe at .417 Broadway. at private salts
A E. BOYD. Ass:gnee.
j144, Balushard's Face Gashed by
". 'Wren-hanging Wire That Was Toe
Low—Injured People.
t,\\
J, W. Nlagtior of West Trim-
ble street, the well annals W. C. 1'.
aorker, was painfully bitten upon
the hand yesterday afternoon whsle
a.tending the funeral of Up. Clreissa
Watts of that vie nits Mrs. Manor
aas in the bereft home, and dropping
gloves reached to the floor to
pick them tip when some strange lice .
eiqt that had ambled in bit at her:
she knocked him off, bin renewing
the attack he sank his teeth clear
through thy thumb, painfully lacer-
ating the flesh and creating a had Ms-
jury- Nn undue excitement. Waal
created by the incident amine the
m•airners.
Face Otiabed by Wire.
Engine Foreman John 1.ehnhard
o the I. C. yard force ha .1deep,
gash iti his face. caused •Iss gett rig
struck viith an electric wire hanging
over the railroad teals,' between
Madison and Harrison streets. He
vat, standing on top of a box car that
eas in 1 string of. freights being
pushed throtrgli the yard by switch
engioe.sain. .18e6. The wire hangs
‘crli • ,aAd struck him in the face.
kmt Lehnhard down and cult na
tit  
The electric light company
ire dots'immediately after
the accident, as its lowness has
catio4011trei: men to be !met the past
-
we.11r•
Ms no service of the real
-viatuout recognition(of the ideal.
FOR THE BEST ON THE
PHONE 264
COAL
MAIL MARY VINEGAR BREATH-
ED HER LAST YE/STEW
DAY AFTERNOON
MAW Eighty7Threis VSO'S el Algot and
Had Lived for Years in it
John Vicinity.
.1 he county lost one of it. mosit
vegetable and highly esteemed Chris-
'late ladies yesterday afternoon at
e 'clock when Mae Mary Vinegar n
breathed her last at their home in the
St John norighb.4 hood seven mires
front this city. She paseied away
'Isom general debility
Mrs. tartar was eighty ss.ars of
apt. and had !raided for years out
f!tan this city. She' was our of Ole
Best known and most gerteratly be-
loved women (if that vicinit
Site is survived by haw some. Tlioni-
as. and George asinegar .4
lexas. arse! Mr. Charles Vinegar .4
the county. Her stirvivins sister :s
Mew ellarrinatem of Risivrandoi*
I hi. city.
This afternoon at a o'efork t ile
funeral services will be nreached I.y
Rev. A. C. Itton of thy nerman I a-
thesan church of South roan% St.
The ce*.rmt•nica rtrettr it the reoLicienct
and w II be followed with hinial at
the Lutheran cemetery nellIr her late
home.
As a sort 
'
iday number ,he
London Practiiiiintr samitinced re-
cently that it was about to is-r,
.cpcciaI ntorsdkr, dealing entirely with
inanenza.
Dick—I know. a girt who accelits
rings from men she doetn't know.
Clara-s-1 don't believe it. How could
she?- l'ark—Wikv. she has to, sem
knob-; she's a telephone girl.
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